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FEB 12 1988 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date February 1 o, 1986 

to Bill Trosten, Gene DuBow, Marc Tanenbaum 

from Phyllis Sherman 

subject Ebert Foundation Report on Treatment of Germany in 
U. S. High School Textbooks 

.· 

Attached for your review is the draft report to the Ebert 
Foundation. 

Please note the-following: 

1. I made only a very rough "tally" of the results because 
the responses were very spotty and not u·niform in their 
interpretation: of the intent of the questions~ 

2. The last section "Summary" could be changed to "Summary 
and Recommendations." 

No recommendations were made, e.g., 11a call for. further 
,study of the American school system based on this preliminary 
survey" because I did not know the extent to which you want 
to involve us either directly or indirectly in such a study . 
Moreover, a survey of existing studies might have to be made 
before such a recommendation is made. One respondent notes 
that a similar study was u~dertaken by the Eckart Foundation . 
The Eckart study may, however, have concentrated on college 
texts. This was not clear. 

3. There is some repetition which was deliberate and meant to 
be reinforcing. You may, however, ·want to shorten it . If 
so, please advise as to what you want taken out. 

PS :mb· 
Attachment 

cc: David Gordis 
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PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF TREATMENT OF GERMANY ANO GERMANS 
IN U.S. HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS 

Draft 

Report to Friedrich Ebert Foundation, Federal Repuhllc of Gennany 

INTRODUCTION 

The American Jewish Committee ( AJC) has entered into a joint 

program with the Friedrich Ebert Foundation and the Foreign Office of 

the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany) to "surv~y" materials in 

U.S •. secon~ary school social stud les textbooks on the treatment of 

Germany and Germans (184~-1985). The Ebert Foundation ls to examine 

German "gy~nasium" (high school) texts to see how Jews; Judaism; and, 

particularly, American Jews are treated. T.he foliowing "survey" is 

I preliminary to in-depth work on the subject that is projected for the 

future. 

This survey was not intended to be exhaustive or analytic. It is 

quantit·ative, not. · qualltative, but its findings are nevertheless 

significant in that they represent~ consiste~t · pattern in a broad 

spectrum of school systems in the United States. 

The p~eliminary evidence shows that U.S. secondary schools devote 

minimal .attention to world history . .Very little time ls spent on 

Eurbpean hlstor~ -- even less on Asian history. [European history, 

particularly history of lndlvld~al countries, ls tradltlonaliy taught jn 

somewhat greater depth in required courses in U.S. colleges and univer

sities and in specialized elective courses in high school or colleges.] 
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The few days spent in U.S. high schools on Gen:nan history focus 

primarily on Germany and Germans in the context of the First and Second 

World Wars, and in relation to the Holocaust. Specific findings of the 

survey will be detailed later on in this report . 

METHODOLOGY 

AJC, through its field offices, surveyed secondary school systems 
. . 

in more than 20 cities across the United States -- from coast to coast, 

north and south. These are primarily urban centers with e.stabllshed 

minority populations. 

High school officials were asked by AJC chapter representatives to 

answer five questions. The questions were those of special interest to 

the German government, namely, what is taught in your school system 

about: 

1. The Revolutionary Democratic Movement in Germany (Paulskirche) 

of 1848? 

2. The development of German nationalism in the 19th century and 

the First World War? 

3. The ·experiment of the Weimar Republic and the rise of Nazism? 
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4. Nazism, the Holocaust and World War II? 

5. T_he Federal Republic of Germany? 

No attempt was made to contrast U.S. teachings .about Germany with 

other countries, ~!though some information about this was provided by 

the respondents. 

School systems answering the questiornaire were: Atlanta, Georgia, 

and suburbs (3 school districts); Baltimore, Maryland; Chicago, Illi

nois, and suburbs .(3 school systems); Dallas, Texas; Detroit, Mictiigan; 

Greenwich, Connecticut; L.os Angeles, California; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; 

New Jersey (3 cities); Palm Beach, Florida·; Philadelphia, .Pennsylvania, 

and subur.bs ( 3 school systems); San Dieg_o, California, (and nearby 

school system); San Francisco, California, (2 school systems); Washing

ton, D.C.; Westchester, New York; and New York City. 

FINDINGS 

Question 1: What is taught about ·the Revolutionary Democratic M()vement 

· in Germany (Paulsklrche) of 1848? 

Respo11_se: Over 80 percent of the respondents reported that this 

subject was tou~hed on very briefly, if at all. 
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When .it is taught, the Revolutionary Democratic Movement ln Germany 

.is compared to later revolutions that were modeled after the pattern of· 

the French Revolution. The French Revolution ts seen as the positive 

influence for · nationalist movements global1y. The revolutions in 

Germany are treated in many texts in very broad terms as part of the 

social unrest and workers' uprisings that took place throughout Europe 

at the time. 

A few schools responded that the subject was mentioned only as a 

reason for increased German immigration to the U.S. in the 1840s and 

1850s. 

Ques tion 2: What i~ taught about the lat~ development of German nat.ion-

Response: 

a Ii sm in the 19th century. and the First Wor l<t War? 

Very l.i tt le ti.me is 9evoted to this period. Over 70 percent 

of the school systems reporting said that the subject was 

ta.ught in one unit (40 minutes) or less in Wor:Id Hi.story 

(social studl.es courses). Maxi.mum ti.me reported was a unit 

and a half. 

The study about German nationalism -- Otto von Bismarck's drive to· 

unify Germany - - ls covered in the context of the rise of nationalism 

worldw.i de. HationaJ .i.sm is taught as an influence which may be benefi-
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cial or destruct!~; Gennan nationalism is portrayed primarily as having 

had destructive effects. 

The strong nationalistic feelings and military build-up in Germany 

are seen as creating international tensions which led to alliances that 

· further divided Eur~pe and brought about World War I. 

American History courses also deal with World War I and America's 

reasons for ~ntry into the war. 

Question 3: What is taught about the failed experiment of the Weimar 

Response: 

Republic and the rise of Nazism? 

Over 70 percent of the res~ondents stated that the Weimar 

Republic was touched on only very briefly, if at all. The 

rise of Nazism is taught in all schools in appro~imately two 

units (80 minutes). The reported maximum time al.located was 

three units. About 20 percent reported allocating one unit 

or less. 

If it ls taught at all, the experience of the Weimar Republic is 

not described usually as a major experiment in democracy that failed as 

a result of very difficult domestic and ec~nomlc crises in Germany 

(1919-33) and which could provide lessons for establishment or contlnu-
i 

ance of democracies in countries encountering severe· economic difflcul-
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ties today. As a example, the role of Friedrich Ebert, the first 

elected President of the Weimar Republic, is virtually unknown in the 

U.S. 

The rise of Nazism is treated in terms of the aftertJ1ath of World 

War I, the effect of the loss of the war on Germany, and the German 

economic experience in the 1930s, all of which laid the foundation for 

the appeal of the Nazi program. 

Question 4: What is taught about Nazism, the Holocaust and 

~esponse: 

World War II? 

This period is coyered more extensively tha·n any other. 

Typically, approximately four units {about 160 minutes) a+e 

· spent on Nazism, World War II and the Holocaust. 

Of the st.udents' time s·pent. on Germany, the m.ajor portion is 

devoted to Nazism, World War II and the Holocaust. The revival of 

German nationalism which led to Hitler .and national socialism are 

covered in this teaching unit or in the previous one. Teaching about 

Nazism and World War II are in the context of Germany's relationship to 

the United States, including reasons for U.S. entry into the war. The 

rise of Ado! f Hitler , Hitler as "the cause for World War II," and 

~itler's [Germany's] conduct during the war are the central foci. 
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Texts include references to Nazi exploitation of conquered 

countries during World War II and "atrocities" committed, as well as to 

"racism" as basic 'to Nazi ideology. 

Nazism and ' the Holocaust are sometimes also covered in American 

His~ory courses or in special uni ts on the Holocaust, outside of 

specific text studies. New U.S. courses in "cultural awareness" also 

may deal with the Holocaust. 

Question 5: What ls taught about the Federal Republic of Germany? 

Response: Over 60 percent of the respondents replied that virtually 

nothing is taught about Germany since World War II. 

Those who indicate that there is mention of the Federal Republic of 

Germany say it is tpuched on only and treated in the context of the 

"cold war" and/or NATO. 

In almost all instances nothing is taught about postwar Germany's 

government, institutions or people. 

SUMMARY 

While this very preliminary survey did not deal qualitatively with 
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soc.lal studies curricula, it seems to indlcate that in-depth instruction 

of' any aspect of German history i.s rare or nonexistent • . The preliminary 

evidence is that simplistic generalizations are more often the rule than 

the exception. It should be noted that thi.s may be true also with 

respect to U.S. teachings about modern civilizations i.n general, not 

just Germany. However, Great Britain is taught about primarily in 

positive relation to U.S . roots in British history and law; France is 

seen as the model (French Revolution) for nati.on-alism and/or liberdl 

ideology; while Germany is dealt with primarily in the negative context 

of the First and Second World War~. The evi.Ls of Nazi racial policy are 

stressed. 

The fol lowi.ng is a typical response to the . questionnaire ~ Of the 

166 pages of text devoted to W?rld history, 23 refer to the following 

subjects: one-half page to European revolutions of 1848 ; one and 

one-half pages refer to development of German nationalism; eight pages 

refer to World War I and its aftermath (We_imar Repub~ic either not 

· mentioned or mentioned very briefly); eleven . ~ages to world depress ion, 

the rise of Nazis and World War II; two pages to the Holocaust; very 

brief mentf.on .ts made of the Federal. Republic of G'ermany. 

The San Diego, Californid Unified School District reports that of 

the 64 pages devoted to The World and Its People, the social studies 

textbook ut .iUzed by this district, two pages are devoted to G~rmany 

1872-1985. 
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Any efforts to introduce new or supplementary course materials 

must, of . course, take into account that there ls no unified school 

curriculum in the U.S. Each community school district, city or state 

has control over the courses of study in its school. system. This. makes 

the task harder, but by no means impossible. One school district 

official, responding to the questionnaire, made an unsolicited appeal 

for such materials from the German Government. Another school official 

from the northeast U.S. commented that a positive contribution to 

education about Germany might include great~r exposure by U.S. students 

to the richness of Getman culture, music, art, literature and science, 

in addition to study of its history and government. 

9529- (Sp. Pro.j • ) 

2/12/86 - ar 

Summary report by Phyllis Sherman 

February 6, 1985 
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LcoMrd Swidlcr, &licor 

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum 
American Jewish. Committee 
165 E. 56th St. 
New York; NY 10022 

Dear Marc: 

Poul Moj:es, Co-&licor Noncy Krody, Managing .Editor · 

April 24. 1986 

I think this essay of Pinchas's would do an immense· amound of good--I 
need not tell you, with your collaboration with various · Gerrnan agencies. 
Could you push it with the Times? 0-,:, if they t urn ~t down, what about 
Commentary? I am all the more convinced that Lapide would contribute 
s ignificantly to our trialogue. He now has the strong support of the 
Frankfurt Je.wish community (who wanted to make hiin their president!.). 
He has participated, . in person. and in German scholarly publications, in 
trialogue, and is one of those rara avis who knows well not only Greek, 
Hebrew, and European languages, ·but also Arabic ( qur '·anic · and modern). 

1 am looking forward to receiving the revised tr.ialogue proposal from 
your office so· we can proceed--before I go to China on Nay 13th. 

1.S / n~k 
encl. 

.. 

Shalom. 

Leonard Swidler 
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·April 24, - 1986 

Mr. Edwa.rd Klein; Editor 
.New· York Times Su~da/Maga~ine · .. 
229 W. 43td St. ·~ .. . - .. 
New York , NY 10036 

P1r} .Mr . . ~le in: ·=. 

Enclqsed is an essay py Dr. Pinchas.Lapide, which was delivered as a lecture 
last November before th~ oldest German society in America, "the German 

· society.. of ·Pennsylvania (founded in 1767)°. Shortly thereafter, Dr .. Lapide . 
underw.ent emergency heart bypass SJ.Jrgery in New York and. is now· ·back home 
in Frah~furt and ori the road to recovery~ ijence, only now have I received 
a copy of ·his manuscript. 

I find this essay of Dr. Lapide' s an extraorginarily ·impo'rtant .orie that · 
· in my judgment needs to find as wide and thoughtful a readership as possible. 
Sirice Dr . Lapide has asked me to try to arrange its publication in America, . 
I wish to submit ' it to ·you for possible publication . 

As I will be leaving on. ·May· 10th. to teach in China, I would ·be grateful 
for .an early res~orse. 

1:-S!_nek 
encl. 

' . 

Sincerely., 

Leonard Swidler. .. 
Professor of Catholic Thought 

and Intetreligious Dialogue 
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BusoESREPUDLIK DEUTSCHLAND 

DER BUNOESKANZLER 

Mr. Edward £. Elson 
65, Va:ll ey Road NW 

Atlanta, GA 30305 I USA 

Sehr geehrter Herr Elso.n, 

Bonn, den 25. Apri l 1986 

bei mei nem Gesprach mi t ei ner Delegation des· American Jewish Committee 
im Mai 1984 hatte 1ch als ein mogliches Thema deutsch-jUdischer Zu
sammenarbeit die vergleichbare Lage der deutschen und der jUdischen 

Minderheit in der Sowjetunion zur Sprac.he gebracht. 

Ich freue mich, .daB eine wissenschaftliche Kon·ferenz Uber dieses Thema 
inzwischen in Bonn stattgefunden hat. Vor allem begrUBe ich, dqB 
diese Konferenz verwirklicht .werden konnte als deutsch-jUdisches 
Gemeinschaftsvorhaben, das vom Institut fUr Ostrecht der Universitat 

- ..... . · - - - - l .. ···- .:. --1 - -· - --· 

Koln und dem American Jewish Committee fachlich getragen und durch 
Zuwendung der Volkswagen-Stiftung ·und der Susie- und Edward-Elsbn
Stiftung finanziell ennoglicht wurde. 

1 HierfUr moc hte ich Ihne.n, Mr . Elso.n, und Ihrer Frau meinen ganz be
sonders herzlichen Dank aussp.rechen. 

Ich wUrde mi ch freue.n, wenn d.i ese Konferenz <:i ls Vorbild dafUr verstan
den wUrde, daB es Deutschen und Juden wieder moglich ist, in dem 
BemUhen um die Losung von Problemen der Gegenwart u.hd der Zukunft 
zusammenzuwirken. 

Mit freundlichen GrUBen 



THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE Institute of Human Relations, 165 E. 56 St., New York, N.Y. 10022, (212) 751-4000 
The American Jewish Committee, founded in 1906, is

0

the pioneer human-relations 
agency in the United States. It protects the civil and religious rights of Jews here 
and abroad, and advances the cause of improved human relations for all people. 

MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations 

*** ALERT TO EDITORS AND BROADCASTERS *** 
WHO: Experts -- from the Federal Republic of Germ.any and ·the-United States -

in human . rights, international law and political science; representatives 
of the West German and United States Governments, and American Jewish 
organization leaders 

WHAT: 

WHEN: 

wHERE: 

Will assemble for a pioneering conference to analyze the condition of 
minorities -- particularly Germans and J~ws -- living in the Soviet Union. 

This will be the first public conference since World War II in which Germ.ans 
and Jews will wor k together to discuss the problems facing minorities in 
the u.s.s.R. and their right to leave. 

March 19-21, 1986 

Wissenschaftszentrum, 
5300 Bonn-Bad Godesberg, 
Ahrstrasse 45, Saal K 1 
Federal Republic of Germ.any 

~sponsored jointly -by· the-American- ·Jewish- Commi:ctee.-"'New· York;~with-a-grartt -.-·-- · '-'· 
from the .Elson Foundation, Inc . , and the Institute ' for the Study of Eastern 
European Law of the University of Cologne, the conference will include 
sessions on: "Socio-Cultural Condition of German and Jewish Minorities"; 
"Status of Minorities Under Soviet Law, with Special Reference to Germans 
and . Jews"; "Status of Minorities Under International Law"; "The Right to 
Leave and to Return , " and "Impact of Minority Questions on East-West 
Relations : Strategies and Options . '.' Featured speakers will include: 
Georg Brunner , Institut fuer Ostrecht, University of Cologne; Volker Ruehe, 
Christian Democr atic Union Caucus ; Alfred Eisfeld, Osteuropa-Institut, Munich; 
Maurice Friedberg , University of Illinois ; Frank Goldzewski, Hamburg; 
Dietrich Loeber , Universi~y of Kiel; - Otto Luchterhandt, University o.f Cologne; 
Leon Lipson , Yale 'University; Felix Ermacora, University of Vienna; Louis 
Sohn, University of Georgia ; Vratislav Pechota, Col umbia University; Alan 
Dowty, Notre Dame University; . Hurst . Hannum, Procedural Aspects of International 
Law Institute; Henjuri Uibopiv, University of Salzburg; Jost Delbrueck, 
University of Kiel; Karl-Heinz Ruffman, University of Erlangen; Hans-Peter 
Schwartz, Uni versity of Cologne; and American Jewish Committee leaders: 
Howard Friedman, President; Edward Elson, Treasurer; Leo Nevas, International 
Relations Commiss i on Chairman; David Gordis, Executive Vice-President; Marc 
Tanenbaum, Director, International Relations; Sidney Liskofsky, Director, 
Jacob Blaustein Institute for Human Rights; Allan Kagedan, Policy Analyst, 
International Relations. 

YOUR COVERAGE IS ' INVITED 

CONTACT IN WEST GERMANY 
William Trosten 

CONTACT IN NEW YORK 
TV/Radio - Raina Just 
Press - Joyce Kaplan 
Tele #(212) 751-4000 

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum 
Hotel Stern, Bonn ntr. 
Tele 11(228)654455 0-IYVI,..~. ,~~ 

86-960-47 
Howard 1. friedman. President: Theo.lore Ellenoff. Chair. Board ot Governors: Alfred H. Moses. Chait. National Executive Council: Robert S. Jacobs. Chair. Board ol Trustees. 

David M. Gordis. Executive Vice-President l 
Washmgton Olhce, 2027 Massachusens Ave .. N.w.: Washington. O.C. 20036· Europe hq.: 4 Rue de la 8ienlaisance. 75008 Paris, France . 1srae1 hq.:9 Ethiopia St .. Jerusalem 95149. lstael 

South America hq. (temporary olfice): 165 £. 56 St. , New York. N.Y 10022 • Mexico·Central America hq .. AV. £jercito Nacional 533. Mexico 5. O.F. 

CSA£ 1707 
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Attendance 

Meeting on the 
American Education Project 

Embassy, Federal Republic of Germany 
September 17, 1987 

Dr. Wolf Calebow, FRG Foreign Office 
Mrs. Jane Joyce, Social Studies Teacher 
Dr. Allan Kagedan, American Jewish Committee 
Mrs. Elenor Lazarus, American Jewish Committee 
Dr. Elinor linzmayer, FRG Foreign Office 
Dr. Peter McGraw, German Information Center 
Mr . William Trosten, American Jewish Committee 
Dr. Gerhard Weiss, University of Minnesota 
Dr. Carroll Weinberg, American Jewish Committee 

After a year's break due to the untimely death of Richard Strauss, 
representatives of the interested parties met at the German Embassy. 

The meeting began with a review by AJC representatives of previous 
activity. The Bitburg episode prompted AJC and several German Institu
tions to examine what was taught about Germans and American Jews in each 
country's school system. These studies concluded that corrective steps 
were required on both sides. Specifically, on the American side, it was 
decided to develop course materials, for the senior high school level, 
dealing with the Fedetal Republic, with a special focus on how this 
country has emerged as a healthy, stable, democracy. Initial conversa
tions with education officials led to a decision that, i'nstead of 
designing an elective course, it would be better to formulate units that 
could be fitted into standard courses in history and social sciences. 

After lengthy discussion, meeting participants decided on the next 
steps to be taken in the project. 

Peter McGraw will draft two documents. The first is a rationale 
for inclusion of materials on the Federal Republic in high school 
courses. The rationale, a summary of arguments for the introduction of 
materials on the FRG in American high schools, will emphasize the FRG's 
importance to the Western World in military, economic, and political 
terms; the educational value of showing how democracy was implanted in 
the FRG; and ethnic and other connections between the US and the FRG. 

The second document which Mr . McGraw will prepare will outline 
themes relating to the FRG which could form_ the b~sis for one or more 
course units. This 10-15 page document will cover such themes as 
democratic structures and guaranties in the German political system; 
Germany's Western integration; Germany as a world citizen (foreign aid, 
peacemaking, and Ostpolitik); FRG economic integration; Ge~many's social 
safety net; and problems such as the Gastarbeiter, Rote Armee Fraktlon, 
etc. 
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Mr. McGraw will circulate these documents to meeting participants 
for their comments. The documents should be in final form by December 
1, 1987. 

With these documents in hand, Carroll Weinberg will approach 
officials of several Philadelphia high schools and the reactions he 
receives will lead to a further refinement of the documents. If Carroll 
Weinberg and other AJC members who approach schools find an interest in 
this rationale, Jane Joyce will prepare course units based on in
for·iyiation provided by Peter McGraw. These units would then be 
"marketed" to interested schools. .In addition, Jane Joyce might arrange 
for sessions on teaching about t he FRG in social studies conferences. 

6417-(IRD-1) 
9/30/87: tp 

* * * 



THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date October 5, 1987 

to Marc Tanenbaum 

from Allan l<agedan 

subject German Education Project 

Bill Trosten ·and I had two meetings on our project to introduce · 
materials on Anerican Jews into the German educational system. 

The first meeting, held on September 23, was with Herman Bunz and Peter 
Schneider of the Friedrich-Ebert St if tung • . Our colleagues informed µs 
that the letter about our projected conference issued by the central 
office of the Ministers of Culture of the States has received a positive 
response, and that the next step will be approaching school book editors 
to interest them in the meeting. Furthermore, we learned that Dr . 
Burkart Wilmar, a former Hessen education minister, has agreed to serve 
as conference chairman. Dr. Wilmar is highly respected among educators; 
publishers, and the general public as a politically experienced expert 
in educational .matters. The conference is planned tentatively for the 
week of March 21, 1988. 

We requested that a planning meeting for AJC leaders with Dr. Wilmar be 
held on Tuesday, t-bvember 24, immediately following the Atlantic Bruecke 
conference. The Stiftung will try to arrange this meeting. The second 
meeting, held on September 26, was with Dr. Wolfgang Jacobmeyer, 
Director of the Eckert Institute for textbook research •. We agreed that 
Dr. Jacobmeyer would edit and translate into German the rationale for 
our proposed course on American Jews. The revised docunent oould then 
be translated back into English by Biil Trosten and the two parallel 
doclJTlents "°uld be distributed prior to the March conference. 

We also agreed on a draft agenda for the conference, as follows: 

I. Opening Session 
Greetings from AJC and Friedrich Ebert ·stiftung 

(Theodore Ellenoff, FES leader) 

Presentation of Rationale 
(Ellie Lazarus) 

Comment on Rationale 
(Dr. Jacobmeyer) 

Open Discussion 

3 
fl 
3 
0 , 
II 
~ 
a. 
c 
3 
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II. Papers on American Jews 
(30 to 40 minutes each) 

Emigration (possibly Prof. 
Demography & Communal Life 
Patterns of Discrimination 
Economic Adjustment 

Werner Rl.der) 
(Dav id Singer) 

III. Working Groups on course Themes 
(Groups to discuss the four themes listed above. Each group 
to have a discussion leader, resource person, and rapporteur) 

IV Concluding Session 
Discussion of Working Group Findings 
Author ' s Res·ponse 
Impl ementation 

Dr. Jacobmeyer described the course curriculum "e will prepare as a 
40-50 page booklet that contains factual and pedagogical material. Dr. 
Jacobmeyer agreed to look for a suitable author. ~is preferred candi
date is Dr. :bachim Rohlfus, a highly regarded educational writer whose 
speciality is American life. Dr. Jacobmeyet will send us examples of . 
course booklets on othe·r themes and one by Dr. Rohlf us. Ideally, Dr. 
Rohl fus or "homever a\Jthors the course booklet on American Jews will 
participate in our conference. 

Finally, it ~uld be most desirable, once the manuscript for · the course 
curricull.JTI is ready, to have it published in its entirety in the journal 
Das Parlement, issued by the Federal Agency for Political Education. The 
course ct.ifticulum ~\Ould take up a full issue of this journal, which is 
distributed in thousands of copies through~ut Germany. 

Furthermore, once in pr int school book publishers, ~uld flnd it easy 
and inexpensive to reproduce the course curriculun in booklet form. 

6368 - IRD-1 
10/5/87:E L 

~--. 
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AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE -- ATLANTIK BRUECKE 

Conference on 

Relations Between American Jews and the Federal Republic 

of Cermany: Problems and Opportunfties 

Bonn, November 21-23, 1987 

Program Proposals 

T.hese program proposals were adopted by the Conference to serve as 

the basis for act ion, by the American Jewish Committee, the Atlantik 

Bruecke, or oth~r qualified organizations. 

Research 

1. American Jewish Attitudes toward Germany: Attitudes, Perceptions. 

2. How the German media . port-rays Mleric~n Jews. 

3. How the Mlerican Jewish media portrays Germany. 

Consultation, Exchanges 

1. A consultation group should be established to anticipate and, if 

possible, reduce tension over events related to the Holocaust, such 

as the marki ng of the 50th anniversary of . l<ristallnacht in 

November, 1988. 
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Holocaust museums and educators should be encouraged to include 

material on post-1945 Germany and on German resistance to Hitler in 

their programs. 

3. An exchange of American Jewish and German journalists should be 

established, in cooperation with organizations working in this 

field. 

4. Youth exchanges bet ween American Jews and Germans should be 

expanded by organizations working in this field . 

5. The establishment of an Institute on American- Jewish-German 

relations should be promoted. The Institute will engage in 

long-term, educational 

Public Education 

1. Institutes, seminars and symposia on "German-American-Jewish 

relations" should be held at Universities and cultural centers both 

in the U.S. and in Germany, on a planned schedule. 

2. In cooperation with organizations in this field, a speakers' bureau 

of qualified American Jews and Germans should be established to 

address communal organizations, clubs and other groups in both 

countries . 
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3. Publications, lectures and media presentations in the German 

language should be prepared on: The Jewish community of the United 

States; Jewish life in Germany; Jewish life in other Western 

countries • . Special attention should be paid to the meaning of the 

Holocaust for these communities and the high degree of their 

participation in the societies in which they live. 

4. Publications, lectures dnd media presentations in the English 

language should be prepared on: How Germany Crapples with the 

Holocaust; Helations between Israel and the Federal Republic of 

Germany . 

6186-(IRD-1) 
/SM 11/30/87 

* * 
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CONFERENCE REPORT 

I. Overview 

It was Leopold Oetker, four years old and a lively participant at the opening 

dinner hosted by his parents, who unwittingly helped set the central theme of the . -
conference. "I know why this young man is restless", remarked Theodore Ellenoff, 

President of the American Jewish Committee (AJC), "he is running to the future." 

The conference's task, he continued, will be to sit sti ll while working toward the 

future. 

After almost three days of open, friendly, yet often intense discussions, 

Walther Leisler Kiep, Chairman of the Atlantik-Briicke, summarized the 

proceedings by pointing out that there can be no futme wit_hout a past. It was the 

past, whose horrors were personally experienced by some of the conference 

panicipants, that created the immense problems between the German and the 

Jewish people in general and between American Jews and the Federal Republic of 

Germany in particular. But it was with a look to the future that representatives of . 

the Atlantik-Briicke and the American Jewish Committee met in order to discover 

opportunities for improved relations. "History is breathing down our necks", Mr. 

Kiep claimed, and he pointed to the Austrian Anschluf3 and the Reichskristallnacht 

as two events that will be commemorated in 1988, fifty years after they took place. 

The future is driven by a past that is still too little understood by all concerned. 

Therefore, Mr. Kiep argued, no one need fear that the efforts of this and similar 

conferences might prove unnecessary. Much work remains to be done to eliminate 

the "white spot" of American Jewry from the Germans' cognitive map and to foster 

a better understanding among American Jews about the positive developments 

that have taken hold in the Federal Republic of Germany since the end of the 

Second World War. 

The conference program was designed to .encourage better mutual 

understanding. The conference organizers have long been committed to that task: 

The American Jewish Committee and the Atlantik-Briicke, as Mr. Ellenoff pointed 

out in an after-dinner speech, are natural partners, because .they are fellow 

members of the democratic international, that minority of 45 among the world's 

159 nations. American Jews have a special interest in German affairs. As Jews, 

their identity is largely defined in terms of the Holocaust, an event that originated 

in Germany after the failure of a democracy, the system of government under 

which American Jews live. As Americans, therefore, but .also as Jews whose 

defiant response to the Holotaust can only be "never again!", they are vitally 

·.i 
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committed to the success of democracy in Germany as well as elsewhere. Recent 

events in Germany, from "Bitburg" to the historians' debate, that seem to indicate 

a German desire for collective amnesia and a re-emergence of anti-Semitic 

attitudes concern American ~ews, who, Mr. Ellenoff explained, are not paranoid, 

but feel vulnerable and at times duped. To the extent to which such feelings are 

based on misperceptions and misunderstandings, these ought to be addressed as 

gaps of knowledge and information. Where they are not, the German side should 

be made aware of American-Jewish concerns. 

The Atlanti~-Brticke is indeed a natural partner for such efforts. It was 

founded after the Second World War to help bridge the Atlantic, to bring 

Germans and Americans closer together, to provide broad support for the Federal 

Republic of Germany's commitment to democracy. It has been in contact with the 

American Jewish Committee since 1959. More recently, the need for a more 

intensive and sustained dialogue became evident. During the course of· the 

conference - the opening phase of that dialogue • it was the American side that 

insisted most strongly on looking toward the future, while the German side 

frequently got caught up in efforts at coming to terms w[th the past. It was a 

division of-labor that proved useful in the end. American participants professed to 

have gained a better understanding for the difficulties of Germany's past and 

present situation. German participants, in turn, were impressed by the need to 

look forward. The most tangible "result of the conference, other than the 

agreement to continue the dialogue, was to provide for some "early warning" 

system designed to forestall difficulties that might arise in instances where the past 

meets the future unprepared. 

I 
l 
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JI. The Federal Republic of Germany Today 

The Federal Republic of Germany to this day is frequently viewed in terms 

of Germany's past. The gradually shifting movements of history affecting West 

Germany are often little noted by Americans in general and American Jews in 

particular, observed an American participant. .He described his fellow-countrymen 

as little interested in foreign affairs, possessed of a short memory, and thus easily 

stirred by events. This can result in an occasional ugly outburst of emotions, but 

over the long term these are likely to remain insignificant. Nevertheless, such 

emotional reactions, based as they are on deep-seated memories of Germany's 

past, cause strains in German-American relations. The Federal Republic, while 

not denying Germany's past, has broken wi,th it and should no longer· be identified 

in terms relating to it. This was the message presented by a number of West 

German officials speaking to the conference, who sought to explain the policies 

and politics of the Federal Republic today. 

The keynote address was delivered during the opening d inner by 

Staatsminister (Under Secretary) Irmgard Adam-Schwaetzer of the Foreign Office, 

who paid tribute to the AJC's leading role in trying to bridge the chasm between 

American Jews and Germans and eulogized her deceased predecessor, Alois 

Me rtes, who, in cooperation with the Konrad Adenauer Foundation, had worked 

closely with the AJC (which is honoring his memory through an annual Alois 

Mertes Memorial Lecture). The Staatsminister, herself a prominent member of the 

liberal Free Democratic Party {the junior partner in the governing coalition), 

spoke about 'Transatlantic Relations and the Future of Liberal Democracy in the 

Federal Republic of Germany." 

Ms. Adam-Schwaeuer took issue with those who doubt the Federal 

Republic's strong commitment to membership in the Western alliance (doubts she 

termed both insulting and counterproductive, as they tend to contribute to a 

weakening of the Atlantic community). "We are not drifters vacillating between 

two worlds", she declared. The Federal Republic stands firmly on the s ide of the 

West, very much aware of the fact that membership in the alliance protects West 

Germany's freedom and liberty. A large majority of the public • some 75% . 

supports membership in NATO. Conversely, the discussion about West German 

neutrality as a po tential road toward reunification is conducted only at the 

extremes of the political spectrum; the public at large does not share such 

f 
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sentiments. In short, membership in the family of Western nations remains the un

shakeable foundation of the Federal Republic's existence. 

That foundation is not just a military one, the Staatsminister explained. 

Rathe r, it is based on a partnership of democracies that share the common values 

of justice, freedom, and human dignity. The Federal Republic is resolute in 
pursuing th.ese values, as evidenced, inter ~lia, by unstinting support for efforts 

aimed at securing the release of Soviet Jews. West Germany also played a major 

role in convening and further developing the Conference on Security and 

Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), inspired by the hope that by making borders more 

permeable, democracy and human rights might some day be achieved for all of 

Europe. Were that goal to be reached, the division of Europe - and thus of 

Germany - would also be overcome. Ms. Adam-Schwaetzer emphasized, however, 

that this is a long·termprocess, involving many incremental steps along the way. 

The Atlantic alliance does not rely exclusively on one-way traffic. Rather, as 

recent events have shown. it is marked by increasing interdependence among all its 

memt?ers . . It is a constant task to make clear that such interdependence is indeed a 

fact o.f_ life and. that unilateralism offers no answers to the vital questions of our 

time. .The Staa!sminister pointed out that the American commitment to the 
defei;ise of Europe is not just a favor extended to the Europeans, but rather an 

immediate American interest: America's freedom is prot~cted in - and with the 

help of· Europe. The Federal Republic is contributing its share, a fact very much 

appreciated by the U.S. government, but much less so, unfortunately, by the 

American public. 

The continued cohesion of the alliance is vital for all, especially at a time 

when new opportunities for improved East-West relations present themselves. 

The European members are therefore seeking to strengthen the European pillar in 

order to strengthen the alliance as a whole. Ostpolitik, West Germany's approach 

t<_> the Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries, design~d to ~chieve a 

secure and lasting peaceful order in Europe, must be rooted in the Western 

c_ommunity; a new dynamism towards European unification (as evidenced by closer 

Franco-German relations) thus contributes not only to alliance cohesion but also 

to improved East-West relations. This is a development long expected by the 

United States, which - as President Reagan recently reiterated - desires a strong 

and responsible partner in Europe. 
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As regards internal d~velopments in · the Federal Republic, Ms. Adam

Schwaetzer strongly emphasized that it has become a solid democracy that, with 

the exception of small and insignificant extremist groups, is fully suppo:rted by its 

people. Criticism of its alleged failures, voiced most frequently by representatives 

of the younger generations, must be considered normal and, indeed, a sign of 

strength for a democracy that is capable of acknowledging its weaknesses as it tries 

to improve itself. Nobody, she declared, need be concerned about the future of 

the Federal Republic. "In support of this claim she quoted from a lengthy report 

about West Germany in the Economist (December 6, 1986), the core part of which 

read: "Forty years of Ge:rman shame, worry and work have produced a model 

country, and over the past ten years the model has coped with enough strains and 

shocks to give West Germans the right to smile." 

Ms. Adam-Schwaetzer acknowledged a certain ,reluctance elsewhere, 

particularly on the other side of the Atlantic, to accept these answers to questions 

about West German reliability. Such doubts are based on common perceptions of 

Germany's past. Yet the West Germans, she argued, are aware of this legacy and 

prepared to draw the proper lessons. It is, she pointed out, simply not true that 

younger Germans would prefer to forget this past and put it behind them. Th~ 
Federal Republic's policy of re~titut.ion and close relations with Israel is evidence 

of this widely supported desire of coming to terms with the past. It is, she 

concluded, a forward looking policy based on remembrance. 

Walther Leisler Kiep, Chairman of the Atlantik-Briicke and Treasurer of 

the Christian Democratic Party, supported the analysis offered by the 

Staatsminister of the Foreign Office and enlarged upon some aspects of her 

presentation. He declared the value question to be a ll important for the future. 

Contrary to some assertions, the West Germans are more than just a ''gepanzeiter 

Konsumverein" ("armored consumption society") or "a people walking through 

dying forests in search of their identity." They are strongly committed to 

democratic values, but care must be taken that each new generation is inspired 

anew by these values. In light of recent East-West developments and given the fact· 

that-Germans are deeply involved in. their own problems, this is no t always an easy 

task. 

Mr, Kiep furthermore expre~ed his deep concern over the way in which the 

Federal Republic's Deutschlandpolitik and Ostpolitik are portrayed in prominent 

American newspapers. The underlying goal of the Federal Republic's approach to 
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Eastern Europe is not the re-establishment of a German nation-state as it once 

existed. Rather/it is a policy of small steps, informed by the hope that through a 

freer movement of people the division of Germany might be bridged and, 

eventually, the free self-determination of all Germans be achieved. The successful 

pursuit of this policy depends entirely on a firm stance in the Western alliance. A 

position of neutrality would amount to a betrayal of the commitment to freedom 

and human d}~?ity that the West Germans entered into when the Federal 

Republic was founded. Only within the Western alliance, the foundation of the 

Federal Republic's existence, can there be any hope of surviving this process of 

rapprochement with the East. West Germany, the greatest "consumer" of security 

provided by the United States, therefore requires, more than ever before, close 

relations with the United States. 

Ottokar-Hahn, Minister for Federal Affairs of the State of Saari and (and 

thus a representative of a state government led by the Social Democratic Party), a 

native Berliner and a former official of the European Community, during a 

luncheon presentation on "Germany, Europe, and the United States", picked up on 

the point of the need for close U.S.-German relations. He saw them endangered 

by a number of troubling developments. In the economic sphere, the United 

States.appears to concentrate too much on the Pacific Basin. The Europeans, in 

turn, are engaged in a process of diversifying their trade policies, as witness special 

relations with Commonwealth countries and with the countries of Latin America. 

More transatlantic problems are likely i.n store. In the security field, Mr. Hahn 

professed to be worried about the potential for weakened transatlantic links as a 

result of the INF-agreement providing for the total elimination of medium and 

short-range nuclear systems. How to prevent a process of "decoupling" should be a 

major topic of German-American discussions. 

Most troublesome, to Mr. Hahn, appear to be generational changes. The 

new generations, without d'irect experiences of the Second World War and post

war cooperation, seem to be more egotistic in orientation and more populist in 

their political approaches. This, it was argued, hardly presents a fruitful basis for 

transatlantic cooperation. Mr. Hahn suggested that a redefinition of common 

vafoes and alliance-wide priorities should be pursued in order to cope with these 

problems. The younger generations must once again be embued with a readiness 

to make sacrifices for peace, freedom and democracy. Above all, the dialogue 

should be maintained. Mr. Hahn pointed to European-pressures and appropriate 

American responses in regard to INF as an example of a successful dialogue. 
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People should be brought together more often, and he lauded the work done by 

the Atlantik-Briicke and the America,n Jewish Committee. Indeed, he suggested 

that Jews should and could play a role in future U.S.-European cooperation. 

Mr. Hahn also emphasized the absolute necessity for further European 

integration and thus highlighted another important aspect of West German fo~eign 
policy. Vital reforms are called for, and he looked to the European summit 

conference in December to bring them about [something the European leaders 

subsequently failed to achieve]. In need of reform, for instance, is the Common 

Agricultural Policy, which by now has become a stumbling block not only for 

fu rther integration efforts, but also for improved U.S.-European relations. The 

E.C.'s budget system will also have to be reformed. Currently, _Mr. Hahn argued, 

the Federal Republic is the only net payer within the community; other rich 

countries, such as Denmark, the Netherlands, or the United Kingdom, must 

contribute their fair share as well. The future of the European Moneta ry System 

(EMS), in particular its relation with the dollar world, must be decided. Finally, 

the E.C. must develop a new set of regional policies, providing for a more 

equitable distribution. of resources between the _ rich Northern countries and the 

poorer Southern ones. Unless these problems can be solved, Mr. Hahn argued, 

the Common Market will not achieve its overall goal of establishing a truly 

common. market, comprising some 320 million people, by 1992. 

Other issues that face the European Community are better rela tions with 

the Third World and the establishment of formal relations with East European 

COMECON countries. In regard to the former, a third Lome Treaty, regulating 

access to the Common Market for Third World countries, is currently being 

negotiated. Similarly, negotiations with COMECON are taking place.in Brussels. 

An agreement is expected for 1988 that would call for the establishment of 

bilateral contacts with individual COMECON countries. This is likely to change 

considerably the picture of East-West cooperation in the future. 

Mr. Kiep, in thanking his "socialist" colleague for a presentation of vie':Vs 

with which he found himself in full agreement, asked the .American side t<? 

consider Mr. Hahn's speech as an · indicator of the broad political consensus 

prevailing in the Federal Republic. When Mr. Hahn was challenged by a Ge_rman. 

participant, whether he could assure his audience that his views are being sh~~e_d 

by the Minister-President of the Saarland (SPD politician <?skar Lafontaine), he 

replied with a definitive "yes". 
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Professor Kurt Sontheimer of the University of Munich brought his 

scholarly perspective to bear on the question of how solidly democratic and 

reliable the Federal Republic of Germany is today. He drew a distinction between 

a global view that regards West Germany from outside, as it were, as one political 

entity, and a more detailed: inside view that pays particular attention to nuances of 

public discourse. From the global perspective, the arguments presented by Ms. 

Adam-Schwaetzer and others were termed correct by Mr. Sontheimer. Certainly 

-the West German democracy is marked by a considerable stability of the party 

syste-m and the governments it produces. The level of political consensus has been 

high since 1949, when the Federal Republic was founded. Among minor - and 

younger - portions of the population there has been some questioning of the 

democratic system in practice, remnants of which can now be found in the Green 

Party. Nowhere, however, has there been a hotbed of anti-democratic forces. The 

country has enjoyed the blessings of remarkable prosperity and thus avoided the 

curses of too many - and too pronounced - social cleavages. 

The Federal Republic has effected a clear rupture with Germany's past, 

according to this view. Overt anti-Semitic tendencies are not present. The people 

are firmly committed to Western democratic values; the country itself is fully 

integrated into the military, political, economic and cultural networks of alliance 

relationships. The West Germans are quite conscious of the Federal Republic's 

interriational commitments to peaceful cooperation. These commitments protect 

them from potentially dangerous nationalistic policies. Certainly in the official 

self-perception, Prof. Sontheimer claimed, the Federal Republic is a reliable 

partner of the Western alliance, eager to play a peaceful role, and strongly 

interested in overcoming the vestiges of Germany's past. Its present government 

appears to be almost proud that it is not much bothered by "remembrances of 

things past". 

Prof. Sontheimer contrasted this official and, as he termed it, conservative 

view with a leftist view that is an important part of the political debate within West 

Germany. From this perspective, the Federal Republic is seen as being founded 

cin capitalist structures and thus, almost by definition, never entirely free of fascist 

temptations. Some similarities with Germany's past are said to be evident in small 

groups- among the elites and almost personified by certain political figures such as 

Alfons Dregger (parliamentary floor leader of the CDU), Franz-Josef Strau!3 

(CSU chairman and Minister President of Bavaria), or even Chancellor Helmut 

Kohl, whose claim to the "grace of a late birth" received widespread and not a lways 
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favorable attention. Becaus.e of such latent tendencies, constant vigilance in 

regard to the past is called for. 

The position of most progressive intellectuals and, indeed, the prevailing 

Jewish position in West Germany is that the country and its people have not really 

mastered Germany's past. By not doing enough about finally overcoming the 

traditions and attitudes of their past, the Germans have - as the title of a recently 

published book by a German Jew (Ralph Giordano) puts it - acquired a "second 

guilt". By and large, Mr. Sontheimer argued, Jews living in Germany have a 

difficult time feeling entirely safe. They are concerned about the emergence of 

extremism on the right side of the political spectrum, which is played up by the 

media. They worry about attempts (concerning only a small part of the 

intelligentsia, however) to search for a new national identity by "normalizing" the 

past, including efforts to deny the uniqueness of the Holocaust. They see the way 

West Germans are treating those seeking asylum as well as their "guestworkers" 

and they detect yet more signs of continuity. All important problems in the 

Federal Republic always seem related in some way to Germany's past. 

Prof. Sontheimer himself did not totally share this "intellectual" perspective. 

On the whole, he argued, t.he West Germans have turned away from Nazism. They 

cannot turn away from the West and they will not seek the reunification of 

Germany. Yet they are not quite at peace with their past. Certainly the younger 

generations are very much in tune- with democratic values; in fact, they expect 

more from their country's democracy. While their members appear to be rather 

selfish in basic orientation, ~hey are not subject to any leanings towards 

collectivism. Personally they feel little connection with Germany's past, yet maybe 

for that very reason they are interested in the investigation of that past. By and 

large, they cannot understand why Germany turned to Nazism, and they seem 

eager to learn in order to protect their new democracy. 

Prof. Sontheimer briefly outlined the "Israel factor" in German politics. On 

the level of relations between the two governments, there are no particu~ar 

problems. The German side has engaged in a limited effort at "normalizing" that 

relationship, in part informed by a desire not to maintain a special relationship 

because of the past, in part because it is following a policy of establishing and 

maintaining a regional equilibrium. Earlier strong anti-Zionist tendencies among 

West Germany's left have faded and are of no political importance today. 
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The relationship between West Germany and Israel, Prof. Sontheimer 

concluded, should, however, be a special one. Neither country or people can 

escape the past. All efforts at relativiz:ing the past and normalizing the present 

have, iri the end, contributed to a growing awareness of Germany's past. This 

reaction shows very ·clearly that a special way of looking at ·these issues will 

continue to be necessary for the future. 
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Ill. Germany and American Jews: Mutual Perceptions 

The wounds of the past were at the focus of a session on mutual perceptions 

that Germans and American Jews hold about each other. Without a release from 

these wounds, the introducer argued in quoting Fritz Stern, relations cannot 

improve. Yet the central event of the Holocaust will continue to forestall any such 

release and thus threaten further damage to the relationship between American 

Jews and Germans. _Such damage should not be allowed to happen, for which 

reason it is necessary constantly to confront and, where necessary, to try and 

correct mutual perceptions. 

Professor Alvin R-0senfeld, in presenting a field of study where little 

primary research has been done, came, as he put it, as the bearer of not especially 

good news. Jn regard to American Jews and their perceptions of Germans and 

Germany, the past has indeed not been overcome; it remains as a problem. 

German efforts to establish and maintain good relations with Israel have received 

little attention among American Jews. Their orientation towards Germany today 

is based primarily on memories of the past, which are particularly, indeed 

increasingly, acute among American Jews because m~st of them trace their roots 

to Eastern and central Europe and because they feel they share a particular res

ponsibility towards Jews living in Israel and elsewhere. Jewish self-definition today 

is inescapably bound up with Jewish historical memory, which in the present 

generation bears the condition of being traumatiz:ed. Recurrent feelings of anxiety 

and unease are the inevitable result. American Jews are fully American, as well as 

Jewish; but their memories, and the feelings they produce, set them apart from 

their fellow-countrymen. 

Still, even more general American perceptions of Germany today are 

shaped by inextinguishable memories. Prof. Rosenfeld cited a number of recent 

studies (some of which were undertaken by West German researchers) among 

American high school and college students that revealed the low esteem generally 

accorded to Germany and to Germans. Most of these young Americans, who had 

had almost no personal contact with today's· Germany and also professed little 

interest in going there, considered Germans to be unfriendly, grumpy, not very 

open to others, and without much zest for life; or, as another study showed, as 

"disciplined, aggressive and militar.istic." The Federal Republic as a state was 

viewed by these students as less developed culturally, less liberal, less physically 

attractive, and less politically independent than other Western states. No wonder, 
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then, that .the West Germans ranked just above ·the East Germans and the 

Russians in te'rrns of general sympathy; this despite the fact that, on the positive 

side, American youngsters thought the people of West Germany to be intelligent, 

diligent, efficient, competitive, clean, and family oriented. 

To a considerable extent, Prof. Rosenfeld argued, these memory-based 

perceptions are due to two mutually reinforcing factors: the overwhelming 

attention given by the America's popular media to all aspects of Germany's past 

and a considerable decline in the study of German and Gennany among American 

high school and college students. According to one recent study (conducted for the 

German Marshall Fund of the United States by Jackson Janes and Helene Scher), 

German language study at American universities declined by 48% between 1968 

and 1986, while high school instruction in German decreased by 37%. Today, only 

2% of all high school students and only 1% of the college population even attempt 

to study German; fully half of these drop their German studies after only one year. 

Graduate education reveals the same dismal picture: Jess than 0.5% of all 

advanced degrees awarded since 1964 in the fields of political science, economics, 

and socioiogy were granted on the basis of scholarly dissertations that involved 

study of either the Federal Republic or the German Democratic Republic. 

Prof. Rosenfeld argued forcefully that the problem apparent in these 

perceptions is not an "image problem" that could be handled with appropriate 

public relations techniques. A solution to this problem, therefore, cannot be 

expected from Madison Avenue; rather, if one can envisage a solution at all, it will 

only come through a .sustained and truthful confrontation with the past. To 

illustrate this point, he referred to three troublesome instances in the immediate 

past. The first one was "Bitburg", a willfully antihistorical act that outraged many 

in the United States (and not just Jews) precisely because it seemed so blind to the 

moral trespass inherent in offering public absolution in equal measure to the 

victims and victimizers alike. Thus, instead of achieving reconciliation, as was the 

intention, this presumably "noble gesture" at graveside brought on. even greater 

division between Germans and Americans. 

The second damaging incident was the controversy ove'. the. staging of 

Rainer Werner Fassbinder's play Der Mun die Stadt und der Tod (Garbage, City, 

anp Death), which pitted proponents of free speech against those seeki_ng to 

prevent open defamation of the Jews, a controversy that eventually degenerated 

into vulgarity. The third, and - according to Prof. Rosenfeld - most serious de-
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velopment is the Historikerstreit, the very open and seemingly professional 

historians' debate over the proper interpretation of Germany's past. Should the 

attempt on the part of those German historians who seek to relativiz.e the past 

succeed, it would, so Prof. Rosenfeld, "take out from underneath us virtually the 

only ground on which Germans and Jews can presently meet." 

German and Jewish memories of the past are inextricably interwoven. Any 

. German attempt to reinterpret the past in more "normal" terms directly challenges 

the integrity and necessity of Jewish historical memory. Conversely, Jewish 

memories impede German desires for a reconciliation with their past. 

"Reconciliation lies in remembrance," Prof. Rosenfeld quoted West German 

President Richard von Weizsacker: "If we for our part sought to forget what has 

occurred, instead of remembering it, this would not only be inhuman. We would 

also impinge upon the faith of the Jews who survived, and destroy the basis of 

reconciliation. We must erect a memorial to thoughts and feelings in our own 

hearts." In concluding his presentation, Prof. Rosenfeld expressed his hope that 

President von Weizsacker's call to conscience will be heeded and thus help to build 

a solid foundation for good relations, indeed friendship, between American Jews 

and Germans. 

The subsequent debate revolved around a number of issues. Some 

challenged the adequacy of the data presented by Prof. Rosenfeld. A number of 

German participants remarked that the state of attitudes described in that 

presentation hardly squared with their own immediate experiences. After all, one 

German commented, Germans .don't like very much to travel in their own country, 

why else would more than 20 million of them travel abroad each year. Can a re

luctance to travel to Germany, as :argued by Prof. Rosenfeld, really serve as an 

indicator of a lack of sympathy towards Germany? On a more serious note, it was 

pointed out that recent surveys of American (adult) public opinion (e.g. a study 

presented by the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations) show the Federal Repub

lic as enjoying a highly favorable image; if anything, that image appears to have 

improved in recent years and to have led to a considerable increase in the public's 

willingness to have the United States come to its aid in the case of a military 

attack. One critical German obse;rver noted, however, that Chancellor Helmut 

Kohl appeared as the most highly regarded European leader in the·· Chicago 

Council poll, a fact which, in his opinion, tends to throw some doubt on the validity 

of that particular study. It was also argued that studies of the Germans' image in 

the USA ought to include more than just public opinion data; the experiences and 
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present status of German immigrants to the U.S., for instance, should also be 

considered. J 

Some drew a distinction between elite and mass attitudes. Active foreign 

policy makers are generally very well informed, argued an American participant, 

but below that level the news is indeed very bad. In most reporting about 
Germany today, the central metaphor is of a military or violent nature, be the news 

about the stationing of missiles or about the violent activities of German terrorist 

groups. {A German participant went one step further an.d argued that nowadays 

Germans tend to meet with approval in American public opinion because they are 

considered to be good soldiers.) Non-military aspects of German life, such as 

impressive successes in dealing with urban management. labor-related issues or 

even maternity leave, receive considerably less attention. More emphasis ought to 

be paid to those aspects of present-day Germany, even though, it was argued, any 

attempt to travel the road to a more favorable image can.not lead to an escape 

from discussions about the past. Another American participant claimed that 

American Jews were quite aware of positive achievements in the Federal Republic 

of Germany. Judaism, after all, is a religion of the deed, where doing well is more 

important than thinking well. Jews, therefore, are predisposed to pay favorable 

attention to how, out of history, Germany has developed over the years . . American 

Jews should take care not to impede that progress. 

Even if the news - both literal and metaphorical - is bad, should there be a 

deliberate attempt to focus on it in order to seek improvements? Some German 

participants pleaded for caution. A survivor of the Buchenwald concentration 

camp saw a need for getting away from the headlines (even the "historians' debate" 

does not interest anyone but the historians, he claimed). By focusing on the "bad 

news", the danger arises that prevailing tendencies might become orchestrated. 

People everywhere do not like to be portrayed as ugly; that applies to Germans as 

well. Any attempt to do so, even in the context of efforts aimed at dispelling that 

stereotype, might lead to potentially dangerous reactions, even to counterattacks. 

Whose fault is it?, might be one reaction. Who is behind such portrayals - people 

who want to make money? ideologues? those interested in preventing better 

understanding for their own reasons? It is better, he argued, not to raise the stakes 

too !high, to adopt a low profile. He challenged the American side to be more 

outspoken in the intra-American debate in order to combat prevailing perceptions. 

He was supported by another German participant who, arguing that there was not 
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much that could be done, plea,ded for continued quiet and silent efforts. Time, so 

the expressed hope, would help to overcome this situation. 

Prof. Rosenfeld, however, and other American participants disagreed. 

There is a problem with American perceptions of Germans, which he outlined not 

in order to attack but in order to lay an empirical base. If the problem were to be 

dismissed, one could not get at the bottom of it. Efforts at coping with it should, 

therefore, not be done quietly; rather, many people should know about it. Another 

American participant pointed to the difficulties in bringing about a rational 

discourse, as evident in ' the almost uncontrolled rage (affecting even American 

Christia.ns) over the meeting between Austrian President Kurt Waldheim and 

Pope John PauHI. That rage is real, he argued, and something must be done to 

cope with that realism. Favorable reactions in Germany to the Holocaust TV

series, indeed the magnitude of that response, largely met with disbelief in the 

United States. He deplored the terrible inadequacy shown by both sides in telling 

American Jews about that response. Now that UN war crimes archives are being 

opened, more "Nazi hunting" is likely to occur. Constructive ways of dealing with 

attendant problems ought to be devised. Alternative realities, he concluded, must 

be provided with creativity and intensity. 

Several participants complained that Germans do not know enough about 

American Jews and their role in American politics and society, despite the fact that 

the American Jewish community is the largest in the world, playing a major role in 

Jewish life in general. Most Germans, it was argued, perceive American Jews in 

terms of a strong political pressure group that is able to get things done. Little is 

known, however, about American Jews as an integrated minority of great 

importance in and to American society at large. This gap should be filled. An 

American participant concurred, explaining that Germans in general show little 

understanding of ethnic communities in the United States. (Studies of German 

school lextbooks, another American participant observed, show that Germans 

students are exposed to information about blacks and native Americans, but not 

about Jews.) In the context of American politics, the Jewish community behaves 

normally, even where it acts as a "Jewish lobby". More awareness of this fact ought 

to be inculcated among the Germans. 

Many of the German participants, among them a number of Jews, ·focµsed 

on the question of how to deal with the past. Almost unanimously they argued that 

the vast majority of Germans does not want to forget the past, that they are 
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prepared,· as ~ German journalist put it., to integrate the past into their own life 

expe:rience. For most Germans, especially the younger generations, he explained, 

the desire to find a national identity of their own is inextricably linked with their 

remembrance of the Holocaust. They want to know and remember, not to forget. 

That is not an easy task, as ·Elie Wiesel once explained to a gathering of young 

Germans, for the German remembering is more painful than the Jewish 

remembering: Jews remember as victims, the Germans as perpetrators. Care 

must be taken not to misunderstand what is happening in Germany .today. 

Chancellor Kohl's statement about the "grace of a late birth", for instance, while 

certainly unfortunate, did not refer to the grace of a guilt-free life, bu.t rather to the 

fact that his generation was spared the choice between perpetration and resistance. 

It was not an attempt to disassociate himself from Germany's past. 

What should be the proper relationship between the past, the present and 

the future? Are the Germans condemned to a life sentence that will never end as 

long as the German people live and thus be without hope for a release from their 

guilt? Is forty years - the biblical time span of Israelite wandering. in the desert 

under the leadership of Moses - enough or must they wait - as the Jews did in the 

case of Christian forgiveness for the alleged killing of Jesus - for 2000 years? How 

can they achieve their desire to live a normal life without interference from their 

past? If, as everybody agreed, the future cannot be lived without the past, must the 

Germans base their future on the darkest point in their past? These were some of 

the questions raised and intensely debated, mostly among the German 
participants. 

Certainly Germany is caught up in her past, "living in the cage of history", as 

one German .participant put it. Is that cage too confining? Most definitely so, 

argued another. He detected far too much of an effort among West Germans to 

come to terms with their past. Every public issue is confronted with the past; in the 

process, a proper perspective on how to solve today's problems is in danger. of 

becoming seriously distorted. In fact, he argued, because of their fixation on the 

past, West Germans tend not to face up to the problems of today. ~examples he 

referred to widespread - and at times violent - protests against the West German 

state, acts of alleged "resistance" that are supposedly legitimate because of 

Germany's past, or to the frequently heard statement that never again should war 

originate in Germany, which, it was argued, is not the issue: how properly to 

conduct the East-West conflict should. be the focal point. In short, once a 
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connection, however spurious, to the Nazi past has been established, it often 

becomes impossible to pursue necessary and proper policies. 

Another German participant referred to the physical face of the country as 

evidence for the traumatization of Germany as a result of her past. The effects of 

the division of Germany - barbed wire, death strips, wall and all - are little 
understood, he claimed. West Germany, for instance, without "nuclear teeth" of its 

own that might offer some sense of security, faces enormous pressure from the 

East that has become part of the psychologic;al makeup of West Germans, indeed 

part of their daily life. The division itself proceeded from competing 

interpretations of the past. The Federal Republic was · founded on anti

totalitarianism, the belief that, as both fascism and communism had shown, the 

very nature of man was faulty and required properly democratic constraints. The 

German Democratic Republic, on the other side, was built on anti-fascism, the 

belief that everything needed to be "democratized" in the Stalinist definition of the 

term. The Federal Republ ic is now faced with the danger of a paradigm shift. The 

anti-totalitarian .consensus, he argued, is gradually fading, while the anti-fascist 

interpre.tation is gaining ground. He predicted very deep strains within the alliance 

if that shift were to continue. History, as historians know very well, he argued, 

never repeats itself. Yet a situation might arise where the Western alliance could 

be confronted with a Germany just like after 1919. A better understanding of what 

the past means for the present and the future is urgently required on both sides of 
the Atlantic. 

Museums represent impprtant symbols of history, argued another German 

participant, and he pleaded for efforts to make certain that such symbols depict the 

past fairly and comprehe11Sively. The Holocaust museum to be built along the 

Mall in Washington (which is projected to cost $100 million, a sum to be raised by 

the Jewish community) according to present plans does not include any reference 

to post-1945 developments in Germany. The Busch-Reisinger museum at Harvard 

University, the only strictly German museum in the United States, is having a 

difficult time in trying to raise $4 million for refurbishment (the Busch family 

appears unwilling to help maintain this symbol of its own ancestors). The Federal 

Republic it.self is caught up in a vehement debate over the establishment of two 

museums, one (in Berlin) to deal with the whole German history, the other (in 

Bonn) to focus on the history of the Federal Republic after 1945. This division· is 

itself symbolic, it was argued, of a divided history in Germany. 
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A qerman·Jewish participant pointed out that only some forty years after 

the end of the Nazi period the horrors of that past are hardly history to survivors 

and perpetrators alike; it is, if only emotionally, still very much a part of their 

present. The total collapse of ethics and morals, not only in Germany but also in 

Eastern Europe (where the Polish population helped in carrying out the shoah ) 

must, however, be discussed anew with every succeeding generation. It is, he 

argued, not a question of accepting guilt for the past, but rather of admitting 

responsibility for · the present and the future. German identity must be complete, 

encompassing Hitler as well as Goethe. Pride in certain aspects of German history 

must be counterbalanced by accepting shame for what happened in other periods. 

The reemergence of certain Nazi figures in post-war West Germany should be 

included in that critical discussion. Jewish life in West Germany today, this 

participant el{j}lained, is not easy, but it exists. The third generation is now being 

born, and 99% of Jews born in the Federal Republic prefer to s.tay. This was 

termed a symbol of confidence, based on the foeling that Germans were indeed 

accepting their past. American Jews, he complained, tend to neglect the Jews 

living in West Germany. He called for more cooperation in order to improve the 

chances for Jews living in the Federal Republic. 

An American participant (and psychiatrist) described the tasks facing Jews 

and Germans in mastering their past as not very different. What is required of 

both is an adequate process of resolving problems - a healing process, in other 

words. Professionally speaking, Germans as well as Jews may be said to be 

suffering from an "unresolved mourning reaction." They have failed to go through 

a healing process involving, at various stages, anger, hurt, idealization, guilt and 

ambivalence. What is not involved in such a process, he argued, is forgetting. To 

heal does not mean to forget. Rather, a process of healing should, in time, 

contribute to resolving the pain. This, then, was the final answer to the question of 

how to deal with the past: accept it, resolve the pain, and apply its lessons to a 

better future for Jews and Germans alike. 
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IV. "Bitburg• and the HistoJjans' Debate 

Sam Goldwyn of Hollywood fame turned out to be a central, if very much 

mythical, figure of the discussion devoted to "Bitburg" and the historians' debate. 

Josef Joffe (foreign editor of Munich's Siiddeutsche Zeitung) opened his presen

tation on the historians' debate with Goldwyn's famous remark: "Gentlemen, listen 
to me slowly." The topic, Joffe argued, has become so complex that very few, even 

in Germany, can understand it. Yet it is an important topic, the subtitle of which 

should read: "How to stop worrying about the German past and learn to love it 

with the help of our historian friends." Theodore Ellenoff, for one, remained 

unconvinced: "Include me out", he suggested in quoting another Sam Goldwyn 

mixed metaphor. 'The Historikerstreit is a job for "mission specialists", not for 

American Jews. "B1tburg", however, is another story, he argued As a symbol of 

what can go wrong in trying to cope with the past it is unp~rallelled. Thus much of 

the discussion revolved around the symbolism of "Bitburg" and the relevance of the 

most recent dispute among West German historians. 

The opening shot in the "battle of the historians", Joffe explained, was fired 

by Ernst Nolte. In an article on 'The Past That Will Not Pass Away" (published in 

West Germany's newspaper of record, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung) Nolte 

argued that Hitler merely followed the example set by the Bolsheviks' "class 

murder" when he pursued the "race murder" of the Jews and other eth~ic minor

ities. In fact, Nolte insinuated, Hitler may have been justified in treating Jews as 

prisoners of war and inter them in concentration camps because Jewish leaders 

had, after all, proclaimed the Jews' readiness to fight at the side of the allies in 

World War II. Thus a serious academic historian seemed to have provided pro

fessorial grist for the mill of the beer-hall crowd. 

A second volley was fired by another reputable historian, Andreas 

Hillgruber, who in 1986 published a slim volume entitled 'Two Kinds of Doom: 

The Deslruction of the German Reich and the End of European Jewry." Joffe 

quoted from the book's jacket blurb: "Hillgruber's spectacular work comes out 

against the conventional opinion which holds. that the destruction of the German 

Reich was an answer in kind to the atrocities of the Nazi regime. [He] establishes 

that the amputation of the Reich ... had become an allied war objective long before 

Auschwitz." By describing British machinations, American naivety and Soviet 

greed in bringing about the Reich's demise and the collapse of the European 

center, Hillgruber, so Joffe, dispatches with moral considerations and lets "history" 
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be the final arbiter. From that perspective, Germany is not to be held responsible 
'> 

for the European-wide catastrophe of 1945: Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin were 

ultimately at fault. 

The battle was joined by Jurgen Habermas, West Germany's leading social 

philosopher on the Left, who accused Nolte, Hillgruber and others of "apologetic 

tendencies~' and of a "revisionism" which would first try to sterilize and then to 

"shake of~' Germany's grim past. The ultimate target, so Habermas, was the 

Germans' "obsession with guilt" which allegedly stands in the way of reconstructing 

Germany's broken sense of national identity. Soon almost everybody with any kind 

of reputation took sides in this battle, which was being fought over three key 

questions: Who was the first in the business of mass murdler? Did the Red model 
somehow inspire or cause the Brown model? And was the Holocaust, finally, a 

singular event after all? When the smoke had cleared, the battle (at least as it was 

fought in terms of public attention) appeared to have been won by those who 

insisted, with better evidence and arguments on their side, on the singularity of the 

Holocaust. 

Why did the battle break out in the first place?, Jc>ffe asked. He found an 

answer in the Germans' desire to establish a new sense of national identity 

unmolested by the stifling, fearsome tentacles of national guilt. That desire had 

come to the forefront of German politics in the course of the battle against the 

deployment of new missiles on German soil. The "battle of the historians", Joffe 

argu.ed, and the "war against the American missiles" were clearly related. Both 

were based on the conviction of collective victimization and tribal moral 

superiority. Efforts on the part of the West German government to deal with those 

sentiments, to render them harmless on the one hand while harnessing them to the 

goal of establishing a new sense of national identity on the other, led directly to 

"Bitburg". Chancellor Kohl's idea was that a magnanimous gesture at the graves of 

Bitburg would tend to unite victors and vanquished in mutual respect and thus help 

to lift the stigma and seal the return to normality. Instead, of course, virtually all 

of America was united in an outcry of revulsion. 

The American reaction to "Bitburg" came as a shock to German con

servati.ves, whose domestic hold on power had always been based on ~heir pro

American and pro-alliance leanings. They now were forced to realize cmce again 

that the past cannot be simply buried. lnstead, they sought to reconstruct it: The 

historians' debate, so Joffe, was launched in the graveyard of Bitburg. It was a 
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debate the conservatives lost. Their critics, Habermas above all, pointed out quite 

correctly that a West German sense of identity must be based first and foremost on 

an unconditional acceptance of Western values, on the affirmation, in other words, 

of the country's new democratic traditions and Western affiliations. The West 

German voters, soon after .the historians had fought their battle, gave their answer, 

when they turned away from the conservatives' revisionist appeals. Instead of 

leading to a revival of nationalism, as some of these historians might h.ave hoped, 

they encountered a very lively and forceful opposition. That outcome, Joffe con

cluded, proved to be reassuring in that it revealed a flourishing liberal society and 

a healthy democracy. 

Dr. Marc Tanenbaum (Director of the AJC's International Relations 

Department) focused his. remarks on the symbolism of Bitburg. Symbols, he 

explained, serve to bring things together (so the original Greek meaning of the 

term). They bring simplicity to complexity by establishing a coherent pattern out 

of partial truths. They are important not only for individuals, who gain access to 

reality through symbols, but also for society as a whole, which requires symbols in 

order to give it meaning. Neither can do without symbols. The idea, often found 

in Western technocratic cultures, that one ought to pass beyond symbois on the 

way to grasping reality has been found to be wrong. Mankind simply cannot rid 

itself of the importance of symbols. 

"Bitburg", Dr. Tanenbaum argued, revealed the power of a symbol in 

bringing unity to a society. The image of an American president standing with a 

German Chancellor in the presence of SS-symbols evoked intense anger and rage 

among American Jews and thus showed that, forty- years after the Ho_locaust, 

Jewish feelings are still unreconciled. The problem was particularly acute for 

American Jews precisely because of the symbolism an American president repre

sents. He, more than anyone or anything else, embodies the unique fulfillment of 

Jews in American society and politics . . President Reagan's appeal in particular 

rests on his patriotism, bis sense of moral values, and the fact ·that he helped 

restore American strength. When this president became involved in a different set 

of symbols at Bitburg • which indicated an absolution of the SS, the very 

incarnation of demonic evil to Jews everywhere - American Jews especially were 

faced with a cognitive dissonance of the first order that resulted in anger, rage, and 

frustration. 

----·-··--- ·- --·-·--------~----------------------L_ _ _ ________________ __________ _ _____________ _ 
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The American Jewish Committee, aware early on that the Chancellor had 
~ . 

his own domestic reasons for seeking that symbolic act, became very concerned 
about the· potential for damage to German-American relations. It therefore 

sought and suggested constructive alternatives in order to mitigate the fallout. But 
its recommendation of commemorating German-American reconciliation on the 
occasion of the fortieth anniversary of the end of World War II at the grave of 

Konrad Adenauer, the Federal Republic's first Chancellor and architect of 
democratic reconstruction, apparently came too late in the planning stage. Instead 

of a substitute to Bitburg, it merely became another, brief stop on the President's 

trip, which was little noted by the media. 

Jewish reaction to "Bitburg", Dr. Tanenbaum enlarged, was influenced by 
the fact that American Jews by and large have little experience with and 

understanding of post-war German developments. They tend to view today's 

Germany through the lens of the past. He quoted Fritz Stern's argument that the 

history of Germany is written essentially from 1945 backwards, in search of signs 
and clues to the rise of Nazism. This is the prism through which the German 
image is perceived. 

' : Jews are very familiar with the past 2000 years of European and particularly 

German history. Their perception of Germany is informed on the one side by 

expectations that a country with an old Christian civilization, where science and 
technology flourished, would have a solid core of moral values, and the realization 
on the other side that a demonology emerged during that history that focused on 

the ''wandering Jew", the Jews as "Christ killer", and all the lies and blood libels 

that. form the stock part of anti-Semitism. Hitler only fulfilled what Christian 

theology, including Lutheran teachings, had preached for centuries. The 

combination of that demonology with modern technology prepared the way for the 
systematic process of the dehumanization of Jews that ended in the Holocaust. It 
is a sequence of events and perceptions that Jews to this day cannot really 

comprehend. According to some credible calculations, without this history leading 

up to the Holocaust, the Jewish population in the world would amount to some 140 
million instead of the current 14 million. 

There is hope, however, as Dr. Tanenbaum pointed out. Some healing can 

be brought about by lancing the boils. Under the courageous leadership of Pope 
John XXIII, for instance, the Catholic Church began to dismantle that 

demonology. Roman-Catholic textbooks are now cleansed of all hostile references 
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to Jews. Similarly, the World Lutheran Federation, after a process of conferring 

with Jewish groups, has now repudiated Luther's teaching on the Jews. 
Fundamental change is possible, Dr. Tanenbaum concluded, but it does require 
courage, integrity and strength. 

The reverberating shocks unleashed by the symbolism of "Bitburg" provoked 
some participants to provide some further understanding on how it could have 
happened in the first place. A Gennan participant placed particular emphasis on 

the changed symbolism of military cemeteries in post-war Germany. Unlike, for 
instance, Arlington National Cemetery, military cemeteries in West Germany are 

not considered to be resting places for national heroes. Their function is no longer 
a merely.patriotic one; rather, they serve as memorials to all victims of war. Such a 
new meaning of military cemeteries, it was pointed out, informed German-French 
cooperation in the· maintenance of such cemeteries, which in tum contributed sig

nificantly to. better Franco-German undecstanding. The Bitburg cemetery was no 

different in that regard; the presence of graves belonging to members of the 
Waffen-SS was simply no longer considered important by the West Germans. 
Besides, due to the presence of an American military base in Bitburg, Americans 

had participated in ceremonies at the cemetery for a long time. For all of these 
reasons, the German side simply could not understand the American reaction. 

An American participant with intimate knowledge of the decision-making 
process leading to the President's visit in Bitburg admitted that officials in charge 
were not aware of the fundamental fact that a process of reconciliation between 

American Jews and Germans had qot yet taken place. They were possibly blinded 
by the relatively good relations existing between West Germany and Israel. The 

"Bitburg"-affair, in other words, was not just a botch-up by some advance-men. He 

confirmed that "Bitburg" was an attempt on the part of both Reagan and Kohl to 
make up for the German Chancellor's exclusion from the anniversary celebrations 

.at "Omaha Beach" in Normandy. The President had intended to invite the Ger

man side to participate in that celebration as a symbol of reconciliation and allied 

unity, but was turned down by the French. The German Chancellor and the 
French President had subsequently engaged in a highly symbolic·and successful act 
of reconciliation at the World War I cemeteries of Verdun. As a result, 
Chancellor Kohl seemed detenn.ined to stage a similar event with President 
Reagan. Apparently he felt so passionate about it that he had tears ill his eyes 
when he. mentioned the idea to the American President. After that,. · the 

acceptance of the idea by the President became inevitable. 

. I 

I 
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Once the · planning process started, the suggestion was made that the 

President pay a visit to a concentration camp instead. This suggestion was 
rejected, a serious mistake, as is now being admitted. The President's eventual visit 

to the Bergen-Belsen camp site came too late to offset the "Bitburg" damage. 

When the advance team asked the Gennan side about any potential problems with 

the Bitburg cemetery, they were told that there were none. Only later did the 

infonnatio~ come thfougb that Waffen-SS graves were present. The Germans then 

sought to eXplain the difference between the SS and the Waffen-SS, but it would 

have been "totally absurd" for the Americans to even try to present that 

explanation to the American public. The President now was in a bind. Had he 

followed the advice offered by everybody around him not to go, be would have 

done fundamental hann to German-American relations. In the end, therefore, it 

was his decision to meet with Chancellor Kohl in Bitburg. 

Some good did come of "Bitburg", and not just the valuable lesson that a 

dialogue between American Jews and Germans was urgently required. A German 

Jewish participant, who had been among the Jewish demonstrators in Bitburg, had 

the impression that feelings in Germany had changed after "Bitlburg". To be sure. 

there were some alarming statements with anti-Semitic overtones by a few politi

cians that were not rebutted with sufficient vigor by the other parties. But in the 

process, he argued, the atmosphere also improved. People began to talk more 

openly with each other and to express their feelings towards each other. The 

dialogue thus opened! he pleaded, should be intensified. Particularly younger 

pe~ple, members of the third generation after 1945, who can no longer learn 

directly from their parents, ought to be involved in programs designed to confront 

them with the past. 

The question of anti-Semitism in the Federal Republic was raised by an 

American participant, who pointed out that American Jews still harbor the 

suspicion that a hatred for Jews continues in Germany. If that is no longer true, he 

suggested. that fact should be brought forward; if it is still the case, all efforts 

should tie undertaken to exorcise ii. A German Jewish participant replied ~hat 

some anti-Semitism still existed, but that it bad taken on a different quality; no 

longer as blatant or open as was the case even before World War I or, as he 

suggested. in the United States even after World War Il. Some of that anti

Semilism had cropped up in the "battle of the historians". But he was eager to 

dispel fears that these latent tendencies might prove politically relevant: "Hitlera 
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will not happen again. Feel.ing.s of insecurity among American or German Jews, be 

suggested, ought to be confronted directly in order to solve these problems. 

How to deal with the future in the light of "Bitburg" and the possibly 

overblown historians' debate was an issue raised repeatedly. Perhaps inevitably, 

the difficulties received more atteotion than the opportunities. An American 
participant, for instance, pointed out that it seemed much easier to achieve a · 

reconciliation between Jews and the Catholic Church than between Jews and 

Germans; the Catholic Church, after all. bad not been defeated nor bad ii 

participated in the Holocaust Another argued that there is no guarantee thafthe · 

future will be better than the past; he saw a particular problem in the fact t hat the 

Holocaust has changed fro.m a largely private concern to a public issue that has 

assumed central importance to the Jewish community around the world. 

Seen as unresolved was the is.sue of reestablishing a sense of national 

identity among the divided Germans that would have to include some reference to 

the Holocaust. Can museums. properly designed, help? Are there some symbols 

of a positive nature that could "bring together" such a national consciousness? Do 

forty years of democracy suffice to establish a broad enough basis for a new 

national identity? The German participants themselves were split in trying to 

answer these questions. Some expressed their pessimism, others referred to the 

positive effects of "Bitburg" and the "battle of the historians" and professed to be 

Optimistic. 

A general consensus seemed to emerge that the best that could be done is 
to find better ways to talk with each other, to confront the past in order to shape 

the future. Such a dialogue must be broad enough to include all the diverse groups 

on both sides (a German participant worried that the American Jewish Committee 

did not represent the whole spectrum of American Jewry). False symbolisms 

should be avoided and the search for positive symbols not be left to politicians 

seeking domestic political advantages or to their advance me~ interested only i~ 

optimal TV angles and helicopter routes. The dialogue must proceed carefully and 

patiently, counselled an American participant: "Truth must dazzle gradually or 

every man will be blind." 
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V. loD'feoce and Impact ortbe Media 

Truth does not become established in people's minds as a matter of fact. It 

reaches them by way of the· media, which is why the media play such an 

oyerwhelmingly important role. In fulfilling this task; each part of the media can 

only present a partial truth. To assure that wisdom emerges from partial and 

contending _truths, a free press is essential, Edward Elson (Chairman of the AJC's 

Board of Trustees) reminded his audience in il!ltroducing the session on the 

influence and the impact of the media. The strength of democratic ·societies - that 

· they do not bury their mistakes or hide their troubles behind walls - must be 

preseived through a free press. At the same time, the press should not escape 

scrutiny in regard to t.he accuracy and completeness of its reporting. Whether and 

how the press is meeting its obligations when it comes to reporting about Gen,nans 

and Jews was at the focus of this session, which, in turn, was a pivotal one for the 

conference as a whole, given constantly voiced concerns about the inaccuracy and 

inadequacy of the infonnation present and available about each other. 

A German perspective was offered by Ernst Cramer (of the Axel Springer 

Verlag. B~rlin), who opened his presentation with a heartfelt thanks to American 

Jews who had made it possible for a Jewish boy from Germany to find refuge in 

Virginia. . He also expressed his gratitude to the American people as a whole, 

whose contributions were essential in establishing viable democratic societies in 

Europe. He contrasted these achievements with the most recent developments in 

~tern Europe (Romania in particular) that seemed to portend the beginning of 

the end of glasnost. 

M:r. Cramer argued that if the German public were to share a better 

underst~ding of American ooncems with the Holocaust, Germans would also 

understand their own position much better. Conversely, if American Jews had a 

better understanding of Germans and their problems, American understanding in 

.~eneral would be much improved. As is true for the political realm (when· ihe 

·President sneezes, Europe gets a cold, but when a German Chancellor sneezes, 

nobody in the United States reaches for a handkerchief), the media world, too; is 

marked. by pronounced asymmetries. The American media carry far m~re weight 

. in Germany than do German ones in the U.S. This is mostly due, he argued, to the 

declining importance of the German language (which is indeed difficult to learn 

and comprehend; as Mark Twain had already discovered) and the growth of 

English as the lingua franca of the modem world. 
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Mr. Cr.amer quoted Axel Springer (the late press czar of West Germany and 

a great friend of the United States and Jews), who 21 years ago stated as his 

operating principle: "Newspapers ought to take part in politics, not make it." The 

media, in other words, can only report; they cannot make policies nor can they 

make up for missing polici~s. When it come:s to relations between American Jews 

and Germans, however, there is a vast void in media reporting; where there are 

reports, the negative appears far more prevalent than the constructive. American 

journalists, he complained, are not doing their duty and should do better and more 

in digging up positive stories. The American public, still prejudiced because of 

movie and 1V portrayals of American heroes fighting stupid Nazi hoodlums; 

should have avai:lable more information about positive developments in the Feder

al Republic than is contained in the occasional travel sections. Germany's past, 

but especially the Holocaust, must be dealt with in a responsible manner, not as 

part of stock Nazi movies and 1V series that masquerade as "high entertainment." 

Mr. Cramer described it as the task of organizations such as the American 

Jewish Committee and the Atlantik-Briicke to assist newspeople in avoiding the 

pitfalls of prejudice and bias. American newspaper reporting about Germany, he 

claimed, are still mostly concerned with instances of racism, anti-Semitism and 

anti-Zionism. Of1en, the information presented is incomplete. Before the Pope's 

visit to Miami, for instance, there were many reports about a planned boycott by 

American Jews of a meeting that was to be held with representatives of American 

Jewry. But these reports were wrong, as there was almost no boycott. The 

German press failed to explain that the organization calling for such a boycott is 

small, non-representative and. therefore relatively insignificant. A typical bias of 

the German pre:ss concerns stories about the power of the "Jewish lobby" a nd the 

"Jewish dominated press" in the U.S. - a power allegedly evident in the fact that 

Austrian president Kurt Waldheim was put on the "watch list" of undesirable aliens 

for his Nazi past. "Bitburg", too, evoked such headlines. The German press failed 

to explain the real reasons behind the uproar in the United States. It also exhibits 

a good deal of insensitivity, such as when Der Spiegel published a story about the 

"beautiful Jewes:s' Be:ss Myerson and the "ugly Jew" Ed Koch. 

The press, Mr. Cramer argued, must be presented with good stories to write 

home about. As a typical example he cited a recent New York Times story about a 

privately organized visit by sixteen Jewish students from Stanford University to 

Bonn, where they arrived with the usual mix of hesitation and prejudice and de

parted, after going through a period of some puzzlement, happy and with positive 
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impressio~ . . More such events should be organized and covered by American 
journalists. Maybe even the AJC's Commentary, though editorially independent, 
could be induced to run a positive story about Germany. Conversely, German 
journalists need some help in discovering more Jewish "spice" in the American 
melting pot in order to make their reports more palatable to German readers.. Mr. 

Cramer suggested to have editors of Jewish newspapers in the United States 

invited to Germany. This recommendation was considered practicable by many 
participants of the meeting. 

In conclusion, Mr. Cramer took on the issue of anti-Semitism. There will 
always be some anti-Semitism everywhere, one must simply become reconciled 

with that'fact. But the anti-Semites need to be told that there will always be Jews -
and that the world is the better for it. 

William McWhirter (Bonn Bureau Chief of TIME, the largest English
language publication in Western Europe with some 450 000 copies sold every 
week) sought to describe some of the many difficulties a Bonn bureau chief faces 

in covering West German politics and society. He asked his listeners to engage in 
an experiment: He presented a number of events in West Germany over the past 

year and challenged them to decide which ones to include and which ones to leave 
out. 

The first story concerned the reaction of a member of the Bundestag to an 

i.ndemnity payment of DM 8 million to laborers forced to work for the giant 
industrial Flick concern during the war. CSU-deputy J:lennann Fellner, 35-years 

old, had observed: 'The Jews are quick to show up when money jingles in German 

cash.registers." The subsequent public outcry, which led to his being reprimanded 
by the government and his own party, elicited the further comment that "we must 

be left in peace. We eicpect the JeWs to show some sensitivity towards the feelings 
of others." 

The second story was about the murder of a Turkish boy l>y a group of 
skinheads, an eve.nt suggesting rising violence at the hands of some 2000 such 
street gan~. The third story concerned the recently opened Jewish center in 

Frankfurt. an assertive modern building and a tribute to the vitality of the city's 
Jewish community some 5000 members strong. Inadvertently, howe~er. the 

building bas intruded about three feet on the neighboring property, an office 
building 'owned by one of West Germany's largest and richest chemical firms (a 
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descendant of the war-time chemical combine that manufactured and delivered 

poison gas to the concentration camps). Pleas by high-level government officials 
notwithstanding, that firm demanded and finally received property compensation 
amounting to some DM 100 000. 

The fourth story was abou'l the result of a survey among West German 
youth revealing a hardening of nationalistic and conservative views (435%, for 

instance, agreed with the slogan of "Germany for the Germans"). The fifth, and 
final. story was the American Jewish Committee's success in convincing the East 
German government, after years of quiet but determined negotiations, to permit 

the appointment of a resident Rabbi to serve the GDR's small Jewish community. 
The Rabbi, Isaac Neuman, is a human-interest story all by himself: a radiant 

human l>eing, survivor of ten concentration camps, a nationalized American, now 
returning to the Gennaniy and Central Europe be had left more than forty years 
ago. 

None of these stories, Mr. McWhirter finally admitted, made TIME, for a 

number of perfectly good reasons. The Fellner story failed because it was 
determined that he represented a minority of one in the Bundestag; l>esides, the 
magazine wanted to avoid dignifying and propagating Mr. Fellner's views. The 
second story about the murder of a young Turk was held pending another such 

incident, none of which has occurred in the meantime. The story about the Jewish 

center in Frankfu.rt was dropped out of respect for the wishes of the Jewish 
community of Frankfurt that did not want the dispute with the chemical firm to 
cast what would have been . a l.arge and lasting shadow over a moment of 

achievement and celebration. The poll story did not run because TIME mistrusts 

such isolated poll data. Finally, the good story about Rabbi Neuman bas so far 
falled to make it into TIME simply because it was "outspaced". Mr. McWhirte~ 
assured his audience, however, that he will not give up and that 'the story will be 

covered before too long. 

TIME-magazine's Bonn bureau chief took issue with some of the assertions 
that bad been made previously, i.e. that West Germany is .. not l>eing covered 

sufficiently _or properly. He pointed out that the Bonn bureau had filed, during the 

past year, more than 300 articles that had actually a[ppeared in the mag.azine. Of 
these, no more than a dozen were related to areas covering the war, antFSem,itism . . 

and German Jewish life. Is that balance too cautious or uncritical? Mr. 
McWhirter admitted to some reticence, partly because readers do indeed expect 
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articles apout the unsympathetic and cold, but otherwise insufferably rich 

Germans, but partly also in order not to arouse a German over-reaction. 

Does such reticence contribute to letting the Germans off the hook, as it 

were? No way, argued Mr. McWhirter, for the Germans keep themselves on the 

hook. According to figures COl!'Jpiled by his bureau. West German TY alone. over 

the past thirty years, has presented its viewers with some 13 000 hours of nightly 

programming dealing explicitly and implicitly with the themes of Nazi atrocities, 

responsibility and guilt. More than the foreign press, it would appear that it is the 

Germans themselves who are driven and obsessed with their past. For the rest of 

us, Mr. McWhirter suggested, there is a country to cover that is growing up and 

coming of age. 

The discussion following these presentations dealt with the question of what 

makes the press cover certain stories in a certain way and what might be done to 

influence it. A good editor, it was pointed out in response to a question, is also a 

good reader, i.e. somebody who decides the placement of stories and pictures (in

creasingly important for newsmagazines) on the basis of what he thinks his readers 

like. to read. Fortunately, perhaps, this is not an exact sdence, so that there is a 

good deal of variation. even though some "copy-catism" cannot be denied. The 

editor-in-chief of a German newspaper pointed out that some stories are run on 

the basis of what be thinks his readers ought to read rather than what they would 

like to read; his paper, for instance, did carry the story about the Frankfurt 

chemical firm demanding payment from the Jewish community for the violation of 

its property rights, because ~e felt it was out an outrageous incident that required 

public exposure. 

A German participant complained about the irresponsibility of some 

newspapers in not correcting or retracting certain stories. He cited the example of 

a New York T11T1es front-page story about a seemingly ant-Semitic attack on a 

Jewish shop-owner in Germany. When it was subsequently established that the 

shop-owner had faked the incident himself, that fact was reported as a small item 

on the back-pages. A German newspaperman explained this as standard practice; 

it is simply asking too much to present every correction or retraction on the front

page. An.American participant suggested that this was one area where supporting 

activities by the American Jewish Committee might be helpful. 

r 
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Concern was also expressed about the fact that small and often 

irresponsible groups are increasingly successful in creating media events and thus 

in dominating the news; moderate behavior somehow tends not to carry the day. 

The case of the World Jewish Congress and its outspoken opposition to Waldheim 

and the Pope was again cited. An American participant explained that it was in 

reality neither a "world" nor a "Jewish" Congress, but consisted only of a board of 

25 people in the United States. Two of its functionaries, however, were successful 

in hammering the world press on the Waldheim affair, which turned out to be 

disastrous for relations between Jews and Austria. An American newspaperman 

offered a more up-beat perspective; sometimes, he suggested, irresponsible and 

irrational behavior comes across as just that and thus does not make it into the 

press. 

In the case of Jewish protests against the Pope after he had received Kurt 

Waldheim, all American Jewish organizations had, in fact, engaged in serious 
discussions about the possibility of boycotting the Pope's planned meeting with 

American Jews in Miami during his visit to the United States. In the end, only two 

small groups came out i:n favor of such a boycott. Why did the other groups not 

speak out more strongly? Because, it was explained, the American Jewish 

Committee and other Jewish organizations have for years followed a policy of not 

attacking Israel or "trashing" sister organizations in public. They are prepared to 

live with resulting problems and otherwise place their trust in the positive forces of 

the market place of infonnation. Not all American participants were satisfied with 

this stance; sometimes, went the complaint, the American Jewish Committee is 

too quiet in expressing its own views. 

German reactions to the Waldheim affair were a puzzle to the American 

side. Why did the Germans not understand the outrage shared by American Jews? 

The answers, offered by German and American observers, were multifaceted. 

Germans, for instance, are not familiar with the American legal system and thus 

found it difficult to understand the reasoning behind placing Waldheim on the 

"watch-list." By and large, Germans also do not take the Pope all that seriously in 

political terms; to them, therefore, the Jewish reaction to Waldheim's reception by 

the Pope seemed overblown. They did not understand, as one American argued, 

that this represented low politics on both sides and that the Pope's action 

represented the height of insensitivity, particularly so shortly before the visit with 

the American Jewish community. At the same time, however, the Germans - as 

this newspaperman claimed - loved the Waldheim story, if only because of a strong 
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sense of •$chadenfreude over the fact that the Austrians, after all those years of 

getting away free, were finally forced to carry some of the burden of the common 
past 

What might be done to improve relations with the media and make better 

use of them in order to further.German-Jewish understanding? More, and better, 

information. should be made available to journalists from both countries. Ma1erial 

on Arneri~ Jewish organizations, for instance, could be ~embled and made 

avaiJable to German reporters on assignment in the United States. Similarly, the 

large German press corps in the United States (especially in Washington) could be 

invited for regular briefing.s by representatives of the American Jewish Committee. 

-American reporting on Germany, in turn, could benefit from a more determined 

public relations effort by the West German government and private organizations. 

Mr. McWhirter concluded the session with a note of caution, however. Do 

not try to "gun it", he suggested, and attempt to do something that is unnatural. 

Programs should follow "naturally", not be forced. Just getting together at the 

conference table in Bonn, he reminded his audience, was a major achievement that 

should not be endangered by undue haste in looking for more activities. One 

American participant, at least, agreed. He termed this meeting a symbol of newly 

found solidarity and thus a very positive statement for the American Jewish 

community. A healing process, so his unchallenged conclusion, has finally begun. 

T 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

AJC-Atlantik Brucke Conference Report 

1. The Federal Republic, the German participants stated, represented a 

profound and irreversible break with Germany's past. The FRG is united 

with the West not onJy through NATO, but aJso through its unshakeable 

commitment to democratic values. The FRG's Deutschlandpolitik and 
Ostpolitik do not signify neutralist leaning.s, but rather a wish to humanize 

Europe and reduce tensions. 

2. Though the Federal Republic is stable and rooted in democracy, the 

German participants noted, this does not mean that its citizens have fully 

learned how to live with the Nazi past. On the one hand, some persons on 

the left, and some German Jews, are genuinely worried by scattered anti

Semitic statements or statements favoring "normalization," taken to mean 

forgetting the past. Younger Germans, who do not fear a recrudescence of 

Nazism, nonetheless s~ek answers to the question of how the Nazi era could 

have occurred. 

Still other Germans, among them Conference participants, feel frustration 

because of a sense of being trapped by the past. Is forty years long enough, 

or must Germans serve a life sentence, they wonder. Some worried that the 

past weigh~ too heavily on present day Germany, that it is dragged, to no ad

vantage, into virmtually every domestic political debate. This past also 

burdens Germany's international image. For instance, a Holocaust Museum 

being built on the Mall in Washington makes no provision for portraying 

post-1945 Germany. The past, some implied, should no more be allowed to 

overwhelm the present than be forgotten. 

3. Both as Americans and as Jews, American Jews feel negatively toward the 

Federal Republic, the American participants said. The basic reason for this 

. is the immense power of the memory of the Holocaust for American Jews. 

That German Jews, a community seemingly integrated into a modern and, to 
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a ·degree, a democratic society, should have suffered that cruelest of fat.es, is a 

Jiving nightmare for American Jews. And this Holocaust memory. now part 

of educational programs in high schools and universities, is reinforced by the 

broader American culture's focus on Germany's past; by the low degree of 

interest on the part of younger Americans in contemporary Germany; and by 

persistent news reports from Germany indicating that Germans wish to forget 

the past T <> overcome this negative attitude, American Jews must feel that 

Ge~ans are not denying the past, and then they would be willing to learn 

more a~ut Germany t<>day. 

4. Events such as Bitburg, the American and German participants agreed, 

provoked widely different reactions in both countries. Germans never 

intended that Bitburg should serve as an act of subordinating the past, but 

rather as a symbol of remembrance, and were surprised at the vociferous 

American Jewish reaction to the event. For American Jews, the image of 

their President standing alongside SS graves was so outrageous as to almost 

be beyond belief. What the Bitburg episode revealed, more important than 

the capacity for error on the part of a U.S. Administration, is the emotional 

and intellectual chasm between American Jews and Germans, a cleavage that 

prompts each side to put the worst interpretation on the actions of the other. 

5. German and American participants faulted their respective media for their 

coverage of American Jews and Germans. Too often, American reporters in 

Germany focused exclusively on the negative - an incident of anti-Semitic 

speech, for instance - neither placing it in proper context. nor balancing it 

with coverage of positive developments in Germany. The German media 

takes recourse too often to facile explanations of why such issues as Kurt 

Waldheim's past have such a broad public resonance in the U.S., preferring 

to attribute it to the controlling power of the "Jewish lobby," thereby 

reinforcing a stereotype and mjssing the deeper causes of American concern. 

6. The German and American participants agreed that the problems with 

media coverage, with the gaps in information on the part of American Jews 

and Germans about one another, with the handling by each side of the 

emotion-laden past, must be addressed through programs by American 

Jewish and German private groups, as well as by the German government. 

I 
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SELECTION .OF PRESS COMMENTS 

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 
vom 29. 12. 1987 

lmmer wieder Brucken bauen 
Neubesin.nung auf die deutsch-amerikanischen Beziehun_gen / Von Gunther Gillessen 

In Amerika und in der Bundesrepublik 
wcrdcn seil ciniger Zcil neue Anstrengun· 
gen unleniommen. die polilischen Bczie
hungcn zwischen den beiden Llindcm 
infonncll zu unlerfiiltern und erodierende 
Grundlagcn auszubcssern. Hiiben wie drii
ben Intl in sc;hnellem Zuge die Generalion 
ab, die in der Zeit der Mililiirregjerung und 
der Griindung der Bundesrcpublik diese 
Be1jehung aufgebaut hatte. Mil dem Aus
scheiden diescr Generation aus dcr aktiven 
Polilik gehen unmittelba11: Kenntnis von
einander und gegenscilige Wenschiitzung 
verloren. 

Dabci ist d ie·Bundes11:publik nichl in der 
gliickliche11 Lage der Brilen. deren Sprache 
eint unzerstOrbare BrUckc zu den Amerika· 
ncrn bilde~ so zuverliissig, daO sic kaum 
bcsonder..-r Aufmerksamkcil bedarf. Auch 
nich1 in det Lage der Franzoscn, die imrncr 
der kulturcllcn Bewunderung ihrer Nach
barn. auch der gebildelen Schkhlen Ameri
kas. siche< iein diirfen. Im Boden Amerikas 
liegl scil den Tagen Lafayenes und der 
f'ranzosischen Revolution cine Saal der 
Sympathie fUr Frankrcich, die immer 
v.ieder aufbl iihl. auch wenn ab und zu 
Ausbriichc ciines franzOsischcn Anliameri
kanismus dar iiber gchen sollicn wic Nacht
frostc. Sokhc Eigcnsinnigkeilen nach Art 
de Gaulles k6nnen das franzosisch-ameri
kanischc V•rhiihnis zwar lruben. aber die 
liefverwurzclle amcrikanische Sympalhie 
fiir Frankrcich nimmt davon offenbar 
keinen Schaden. Die Bundesn:publik ver
ftigt in Amcrika uber keinen vergleichbaren 
Fonds an besliindigcr. kuhurell begriinde
ler und auch touristisch-populiirer. freund
hchcr Aufn1crksamkeil - und dies wird 
vermullich auch d.ann noch so sein. wenn 
einmal die 'Hypothekcn abgetragen scin 
solllcn. mit denen die beiden Wcllkricge 
und die Nationalsozialislcn den Namen 
Dculschlands belasten. Es sind daium 
immer wicdcr bcsondcre Anstrengungen 
notig, d i..-se llc2ichung im Bcwulllsein der 
beidcn Volker lebendig zu crhahen, Kli
schccvorstellungcn zu verdr3.ngen und sich 
gegenseitig gcnauer wahriunehmen. . 

In der Bundcsrepublik bemiihl sich vor 
allem die .. Atlantik-Brucke" um die POege 
dcr Bcziehungen. Sic tut dies durch 
Vortr.tgseinladungen und Konfcrcnztn. Sie 
wirbl fiir Auslauschprogramme. Die .. Al
lanlik-Briickc" isl cine ii~rpartcilichc Or-

ganisatton, der unter andercn angchOren 
Walther Leisler Kiep als Vorsilztnder, 
Helmul Schmid!. die Bundestagsabgcord
netea Ruhe. Helmut Schiifer und Stobbe. 
die Priisidenlen des Bundestages und der 
Bundesbank. Jenninger und Pohl. Win 
schafller, Gewcrkschaftlcr, Wissenschaftlcr 
u-nd Journalisten. In jUngerer Zei1 sind zwci 
neue Vorhaben hinwgekommen, um Ver
siumnissc der Vergangenheit weuzuma
chcn. Kanada. der andcr-c nordamcrilcani· 
sche Nachbar. so11 starker cinbczogen 
wcrdcn. &il 1985 isl dies in Gang 
g.ckommen. 

Auf dem engeren ahcrcn Arbeitsgebiet. 
den deulsch-amerikanischen llcz:iehungen, 
ist enldcdl wordcn. dall die Judcn in 
Amerika viel 2u lange unbeachlel gcblicben 
sind . .,Bilburg", die unerwartete Komplika
tion des Reagan-Besuches in der Bundcsre· 

publik, auch die Waldheim-Afflire. haben 
bli11.anig crhcllt, dall cs mil dicscr beson
ders empfindlichcn Gruppe so gut wie 
k.eine Beziehung. keincn Gcdanlcenaus· 
tausch gibl. da!l man kcine Erfahrung 
miteinander hat und da0 darin cincr der 
Griinde fiir die EruptiM gelegcn haben 
durf1e. Anscheinend hat es scit 1962, seil 
dem engen Kontakt zwischen Adenauer 
und Nahum Goldmann, dem damaligen 
Priisidcnten des Jildischcn Weltkongresses. 
in den Vcrhandlungcn iiber den Wiedergut
machungsvcrtrag mit Israel und den jiidi· 
schen Wcltvcrb3.ndcn kc-inc nachdriicklichc 
dicutsche Bcmiihung um d ie Judro Amcri· 
k.as mehr gegcben. 

Dicser Tage wurde bei e.iner ersten 
Konfcrenz zwischcn cine:r Delegation des 
.. American Jewish Committee" und der 
,.Allantik-Briicke" in Bad Godesberg mil 
Oberraschung bemerkt. daO die dculsehe 
Po)ilik sich die amerikanischen Judcn vicl 
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zu einfoc:h ats .. Amerikaner~ vor~tellt 
und als besondere Gruppc nichl beach1c1 
halle. Eine Bundesregierung nach dcr 
andern hal sich bemuht. das Verhiillnis mil 
Israel zu pOegen, aber da man • ich um das 
amerikanische Judencum nichl gekiimmen 
hallc. blieb don auch weicgehend das 
besondere deutsche Verhiillnis zu Israel 
u.nbeachtec. Unbekannt isc dCll judischen 

. Gemctnden in Amcrika offenbar auch, in 
welchem Umfong die Verbrechen dcr 
Nationalsozialisten <lie Offcntlichkeit dcr 
llundes rcpublik standig weicer lx:schaftigen 
und in der innenpolitischcn Auscinander
setzung Jer Gegcnwart cine RC>llc spiclcn -
und in der Deformatio n eines •• nach~hol
ten .Widcrscands" gcgcn den Vcrfassungs
staat auth folgesch:iden anrictuen. in der 
irrigcn Mcinung. so cine Wiederkehr J es 
Unrech.1sstaa1es verhUten zu le.Onnen und 
iu miis.."ien. 

Wenn dies in Amerika nicht btmtrkt 
wird. liegt es auch daran. dall die meistcn 

· amerika nischen Korrespondcnten in Euro· 
pa iiber die dirckte und indirekt.c lkschafci
gung der dcutschtn lnncnp<,>lit ik mit ~en 
Verbrechen des Drinen Rcichs wenig nach 
Hause bcrichten. Umgckchrl a lx:r crhalcen 
die - meistcns iibersdt3l2ten - Manift."Stil
lioncn v{m l\nti.semitismus in dcr BundC5-
republilt dort giollc Qberschriflcn. A ntisc
milisnius in Dtutschland ist in Amcrilta 
regelmiillig eipe .. Nachrichr'. die fortwiih
rende Au.seinandenetiung mit der Vcrgan
~nheit ist cs nur ausnahmsweisc. wie 
di:rn;c <lei . Historikcr-Screir-. 

So .,;uBtc auf dieser Konlercnz zun:ichst 
auch daruber gesprochtn werden. ob das 
Buch deo Ehepaars Micscherlich rechc habe 
mit .dem Vorwurf. die Dcutschcn vcrm0ch-
1en niclht zu ... tr.iuern··. Die Unkcnntnis 
dariiber und dcr sich daraus ergebcndc 
Vorwurf gcgcn die Dcutschcn gchoren 
damit 2 u den Uoochcn fiir die in den 
Affii.rcn llitburg und Waklhcim aufgcbc<>
chencn · Gtfiihle. Fur alle Teilnchmcr der 
Tagung w-;.r aber au<:h die ~l;>aduyng 
eines der amcrikanischtn Judco hilfrcich. 
daB die orientalischcn Rdigioncn und 
sclbst d.ie ve~hicdtncn christlichcn Kon
fessiontn Siindtn- und Schuldbc:kcnntnis.sc. 
Reuc und BuOc in vcrschicdcncn ... Vokabu
laricn- iiullc:rtcn. Die Spannc reidtt von 
cxprcssrvcn. olfcntlichen Gesccn und Sc
kcnnlnis.scn. etwa im Judentum. im Islam 

. __ ,,. _________ , _ _.____ _ __ _ 

und bei einigen christlkhen Sekten . bis zu 
vcrschwiegenen Formen. 2um BeispicJ bci 
den von d<r , uriickhallcnden Sprnche dcr 
Ro mer gcpriigccn K acho lik<n ond Anglika
nem. Solchc l,lnc~r$1;hicdc der BuB-Sprachc 
mUssc man . .lcscn.. kOnnen. mcintc er. 
damll man nicht vcnnisse und leidclc. was 
man miUve.rstandcn habe. 

Untcr<fc:sscn h.<tt skh im amtrilcanischcn 
Kongrc!I einc •. Congrl'Ssionul Study Group 
o n Germany- aus Abgcordnecen beider 
Partcicn gcbildet. Sic will vor allcm zu 
dcucschcn Abgeord nec.cn in cinen Gcdan
kcnausta~sch trctcn Uber ldccn und 1'1for· 
mationcn 7.Ur Sichcrhci1s- und Wirtschafcs:
policik. namentlich iibcr die Handds- und 
Landwirtschanspolicik bci<kr Lander. 
•. Wir WOiien gcgensciti.g soviel wic moglich 
Uber die Ansichtcn unsercr Koltegcn im 
Bundcocag iibcr allcs fiir bcidc Under 
Wichcigc crfahrcn··. scllrieb der de[Jl{)krali· 
schc Abgcordnccc LC<: Hamilton (Indiana). 
der crsle Vorsitzendc dcr Gruppc:. an die 
Kongrcfiabgeordnctcti_ "Wo immer mOg
lich. wo lk:n wir c in inoffizicllcs. infonnelles 
unQ ni~ht nach P.~rt~igesichtspunkren orga
nisicrtes Fo rum scha fTcn. auf dem wir 
gcgcnsciti.g unsere Obcrlegungcn kenncn
Jcrrltn k.Onntn. Als ersce wurde eine 
Gruppe von Bundeslagsabgt-ordnctcn cin· 
gcladen. im Januar die Delegiertenwahl 
(Caucus) in Iowa fiir die Pr3sidcnrcnwah· 
lcn im November 1988 zu bcooo<:hccn. 
Stcllvcrtretcnder Vorsill:zcndcr der GrupJX 
ist dcr rcpublikanischc Abgcordnctc Tho
mas Coleman aus Missouri. Die Rciscko
stcn wcrden aus eincm ZuschuB des 
•. German Marshall Fund .. der Vereinigcen 
Scaacen .. (in Washington) bcstriucn. 

Bundes.pr;isident von Weizs5cker wird 
am 22. Januar den ebcm von der .. Atlancik
Briickc gesciftctcn • Eric M. Warburg
Prc.is .. ffir hervorrager:ufo Vcrdiens1e utn die 
Venicfong der dcutsch.amerikanischen Bc
Dehungen: ll.lm ersten M<f.I verleihen - und 
zwar an Eric Warburg sclhst. den 87 Jahrc 
a ltc:n ~nki(;r, dc:r cincr altcingesesscncn 
Hamburg.er jUdischen Familic cntstammt. 
in den d rcilligcr Jahrcn aus Dcucschland 
vtrtricben wunlc und am Ende d"" K ricgco 
mil den amerikanischen Truppcn :iurikk
kchrtc. Scitdem hat er mil ciner ihn 
kcnnl.eichmndcn Sclbstlosigkcit fiir die 
Vcrstandigung und die Vcrbindung iwi
schtn den bcidcn Llndcm gcwirkt. 

SUddeutsche Zeitung 
vom 22. 12 . 1987 
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Kelne Versohnung um den Preis der Relatlvlening 
Ole erste Dlskusslon mit Vertratem des amerlkanischen Judentums auf deutschem Boden 

Von unserem Redalr.tlonamitglled Jos ef Joffe 

EID ,,Anf&zlll vom Anfang" oei die 7.uaamme11-
kU!Oft geweoen; dall s.ie ilberbaupt stattgefunden 
hat. war vielleicht 1SCho11 das Bedeutendste an der 
Konferem, die etwa ei.n Dulz.elld Bundesdeut
scbe aua dem. 6ffentlichen Leben mil ei.ner 
gleicben Anzabl VertNter dea am.erikanlachen 
J .... tum.a in. Bonn .........,,enfUhrte. Dar Out
geber, di• .,A.tlantik-8riid<e", hatte lanp an 
dluem Pn>Jekt gafeilt; die GIN wm .,American 
Jewiah Committee• (A.JC) .,.oUlien - senauer: ' 
konoten - lh~ gemi.chle:n Gef\ihle, ja iMe Be
klemmunc, lut.um verbergen. 

Den Gl"Ulld: Wllrill Theodor Eleno.ff, Prl&ldent ' 
Ilea A.JC, mlt elner kelne11Wet• ilberraschenden 
Dl.acnoee: .,Amerikanlache Juden sehen Deutach
! i VO""'I ala kd>itekten des Holocaust Ole 
\ .nlcl>twll dea europllscben Judentum.s be
wett wul versli!rt amerlkanls<:he Jude11 mehr a1s 
ltaendeln anderu Erel&nb In der Geschlchte ih
l"l!t Vollr.es. • Denooc:h: .42 Jahre clanech ilnd wit 
Jmr zuaammengekommen: um zu diskutieren. su 
verstehen und -wir boUen es - um uns eme·s Ta
l es zu kennez:a.. • 
. Es .,.,.. vlelleicht lr.eln Zufall. da.11 du A.JC die 

erste jiidloch-·amerllr.anbc!he OrganlS4tion ist, die 
dieaen Schritt in RicliW,.. Deutschland unter-· 
nommen hat 1906 wurde das Committee vein 
deutschen Jwlen und ihren Nacbkommen ge
grilndet - als Reaktion gegen Pogrome i.n Rull
land. Eln Dreivlerteljahrbundert spliter - schon 
Jahre vor dem Bonner TreUen - sollte der Weg 
au! venclllunge..e Weise wieder zuriicldiihreD: 
nach Ost-Berlin. Fiinf Jabre 18.118 batte das A.JC 
mit der DDR ilber die BestaUung elnes Rahblners 
verhandelt; im September 1987 war es soweit: a1s 
der A.merikaner Isaac Neumann, eln Oberleben
der der Todeslager, sein Amt in der Synagoge In 
der Ost-Berli.ner Rykerstralle antral. 

f'relUch wurde es im Verlauf der zwel Tage 
r>"•.h klar, wie llllll der Weg 1wn lll!&enseitiaen 
\ .tehen noch .ein wird. Ein amerikanlscber 
Gast detlnlert.e das Problem in all seiner Schlirfe: 
. Wlbtend die SebNUcbl n acb ,NormaliUi~ unter 
deti Deutacben ilnmer mehr wichst. rUckl der 
HolocaUBt immer mehr i.n den Mittelpunkt jildi
schen Bewulltaeina In den Verelniglen Staaten." 
Erstee Full: .Wit stehen wr der Unvertriigllch
kelt umerer Erlnnerunge n." Zweltes Full: .Es 
wird keine V.ersOhnung geben, wenn diese auf 
Kosten der N•utralisterung oder Relativierung 
historlscher Erinnerung gehen mull ... 

Oagegen .st.and der ka.um kaschierte Wider
stand eincs deutschen Teilnehrners: .,Wir wehren 
uns oicht gegen den RUckgriff auf die Fa.kt.en, a1· 
so au! das Was und Warum. Aber irgendwann 
mWI die Verjlihrung da sein. Sie miissen den 

WllJllch dieoes Vollr.ea wr.teben. wleder normal 
..,in "" wollen." Wao - ebenfalb; bum Qberra
scl>lnd - :zu elner lebhllften Debatte UDler clan 
Deulscllen filhrte. EID deutscher Journalist wo.Jlte 
wrweg ..:hon die Pr6mlaoe nkbt ,.tten 1-n, 
wonach die Deutocho du Geacbebene twl1ichat 
lld. - lepn wollten: .wir reden Qber Wl8el'e 
ve........,DIMll mebr ala Jec1e.i anden! Volk, 
manchmal -ar In bysteri8cher Art und Wei98." 
Da k.onlerte eln Junger FnDkfurter: ,,Reden die 
Deut.:hen wirklicb cmdauernd Qbar nu. v...,..,_ 
genheltf lnzwildlen ut bier elne neue Genera
tion ...qewaduen, dle HiU. lllcbt kennl und 
nlcht weiB, warum hlw die tllll1l8Cbllche Zlvillaa
tion ...........,...brochen lrt Kein Jude gla~ 
da.11 eln 20Jlhrl&er Deutlcher Schuld trlgl. Ande
n>r ... ite: Der Papat hat :WOO Jahre 1ebraucbl, wn 
den Judon eine Tat zu ve.rpben, die Ile nlcht be
l"""'D hal>,n. Oa .U.d "2 JoJin noch elne •hr 
k_une Zell• Eln Milncbner WiaMuclMNer ~ 
hinzu: .Wir aind eelbrtbPosen. provtnzlell und 
ziut ilnaerem el41eneJ1 Nahel heachiftilt." 

Dies aber W<>llte eln amerllr.anlacber n.ut.ch
landlr.on<!1POndent IO nlcht akzeptieren: .Ea sfbl 
die unauageoprochene Frqe: Wenn wlr clle Deut
achen vom Hair.en aprtnpn Jauen, .,.r w!.rd sle 
duu anbalten, slch -ter mlt lhrer qu&lenden 
Vergangenhelt auael.Daoderzwielz.en? lch babe 
da elne scbllchte Antwort: clle Deutachen 19it>m. 
In den letzten ao Jahren hab8n wlr bier U 000 
abendliche Programnutunden Im Femaehen se· 
dhlt, won .um Nazi-Greuel, Verantwortuna und 
Schuld i!ng. In cllner Hlnslcht lr.ann es absolut 
keinen Verglelch zwlal:ben I>eutahen Ubd Oster
relchem geben. die cch bla W.idbelm eioen 
freien Fall durcb die Gescblchte erlaubt haben.• 

Kenoen kommt von Kenntnia, und da - die Oia
kusslon legte eo often - haben betde Natlo.,.n 
nocb elnlge De!izite •UBZ\llllelchen. Elzie Jildilclle 
Amerikanerin aus dem Miltlelwuten: ..F.I lrlfft 
schon zu. da8 unsere Jugelld ~ mlt 
Nazl-Fllmen und Holocawit-Erinnaruqen ald
wiichst." Ein AJC-Offizleller auo N- Yori< 
sekundierte lhr: .,Die Orundmelapher Uber 
Deutsehland ist elne mllllirilcbe - (Mittellu-.k
ken-)Ralr.eten wul RAF." Anderereell4 monlerten 
sowohl amerlkanl.9cba ala aucb dwt.che lled<ier. 
dall v!ele Deu!Jiche ....cier AmeriU noc:li die Rolle 
der amerikanii<:hen Jooen in der ..mwti-ethnl
schen" Verfasounc de• Landff verstUnden. .In 
den vergangenen 10 Jehren", llO ein Amerilumer. 
..ist der Holocaust.. e inst eine tiefempfundene 
innerjiid.ische ~elegenheit, eine ottenWche 
Sache liir .. ganz Amerilta geworden." De•halb 
habe ZllD\ Belaplel die Bltburg-AIIlire das 1ame 
Land erfallt, ael clet .:Z,Orn" iiber die • Verstricl<Wlj! 

des ·Prilsidenten i.n dieses vergi!tende Ereignis" 
weit Uber die jUdis.che Gemeinde hinausge
gangen. 

In Bono wurde lr.eln Freundschdtafest zele
brierl, dooh imgesichts der ersten Begegnung ein 
entscbeidender Schri.tt getan . .Hier sei etwas 
Wichtigeo geschehen•, resilmierte Rabblner Mate 
Tanenbaum. Dall uberhaupt mlteinander geredet 
wurde, war eln .Symbol der Solidaritlt", vie!· 
Jeicbt gar das .Z,Oicben eines Heilungsprozesseo•. 

i Und der .Anf8.118 vom Anfang" - im niichsten 
Juni wlrd das American Jewish Committee Gast
geber fiirdie Deutschen ln New York sein. 
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Di e Wel t 
vom 2 4 . 1 1 . 1987 

Wunsch nach 
guten Kontakten 
zu Juden in USA 

OW. Bona 
Die sc:h~~n Beziehunien zwi. 

..:Mil uneribnischtn Juden 11nd 
'1>eutsc:htn bachiftlrt•n Vertnettr 
des AmerXan J wish C mmit~ 
(AJC) 11 tr unter 
LeitWIJI dtr S pitzen 1 er rganisa
tionen, 1beodore EllcnolT 11nd Walt. 
her Leisler Kiep, wi hrend einer drtl· 
tiicic•n Konferen.z in Bonn. AlllaO 
Wal die Sorge Uber ofTentlicht fte.. 
alrtionen au! beiden S.iltn des Allan· 
lib 111 aktuellen Fl'lcen wle der 
Waldheim.Alfi.re, dem JUstorilter. 
streit 11nd der Bitburc0Kontrovene. 

Bfi dtt Dlskussion, ln der 11nltt 
andertm Bundest.orsviztpmidentin 
&nger und d•r Direktor des For
schuncslns1ltuts d er Deutsc:htn Ge
sellscholl fiir Auswirtiee Politilc, 
Kari IWKr, und dt,t Aufsichtmlmit. 
&lied' der Axel Springer Vtrlac AG, 
Ernst C~r. ltiWhmtn, wurde of· 
fensichtlid1, ~ amui kanischt Ju. 
den wtnlc llber das nacb 194S aur 
deutscbtm Bodm t nlsbndene de
mokratiscbt S~ wiS$tl\. Auch 
clie lkzidiun&en zwischtn der Bun
desr.publik und lsnd sind V11:itct
htnd unbekannl Aul deutsc:htr Seilt 
wiederum cil>t ts nur unkla.re Vor. 
sttllunc•n vom W esen der plunlisti
ICMn C:-llsch&ft dtr USA, in d.ie 
Juden vol! inltcriert sind. 

AJC und Alllntik-Brilckt wolltn 
anlilllich der Gedenltftiem zum 50. 
Jahn:star der KrlsW!nacht dlese ln
forrnationsdd'w tt au~rbtiltn. Gt
plant · sind Erziehuncs- und Aus
tauschprorramme mil btsonderem 
Sch~rpunkt in dotr J ucendubtil 

Bundesprisidenl von Weluicker 
hattt In einem GruJlwort liir di• Bon
ner Veranstaltunc die Albeit du AJC 
gewiirdigt. Es babe sich . als el'lle 
j\idischeOrganisation in den USA um 
Ve!'ltandicunc und Zusammenarbtil 
erolle Verdienslt e rworben•. 

Fran kfur t er Rundschau 
vom 25 . 11. 1987 
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Judeo und Deuts:che sucbeo 
oach besserem Verstindols 

Bonn, 24. November (Fl\) . Eint! Konfe· 
renz hiluender Vertreter des Judenturns 
in den USA und der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland diskutiert.e wiihrend der vt!r
gangenen drei Tage in Bonn erstmals of· 
fen iiber die groBen Lilek~n. die es Im ee· 
genseitigen Verstiindnis gibL Da.s ..Ame· 

- r ican Jewish Committee'' (AJC) und die 
..AUantik· Bl"i.icke" hatten die Konleren1 
angeregt und veranst4ltet, um Uber di.e 
schwierigen Beziehungen zwischen bel· 
den Gruppen zu beraten. 

Nach Meinung der Veranstalter wis.sen 
die Juden in den USA we nig iiber die seit 
1945 in der Bundesrepu'bllk ent.stand•ne 
lebendige Demokratie oder iiber die sw. 
ken wechselseitigen Beziehungen t wi· 
S<:hen der Bundesrepublik und Israel. We· 
nig bekannt seien auch die viellachen 
Anstrengungen in der Bundesrepublik. 
~ich mil den Ursachen und Folgen des 
Holocaust auseinanderzuset.un. Die 
Deutschen wiederum hitten nur eine un· 
klare Vorstellung vom Wesen der plurall· 
stischen Gesellschaft in den USA, in der 
die Juden voU in~griert sjnd, noch ve~ 
stUnden sie die jiidische n Angste im Zu· 
sommenhang mil dem HolocallSl 

Die 1..eitung der Konferenz hatten ge
meinsam AJC-Prisldent Theodore Elle
noCI und der VoHitzende der ..AUonUk
Briicke". Walther 1..ei•ler Kiep. Anlall filr 
das Zusa.mmentttffen war auc.h d ie Sor
ge iiber die heltigen offentlichen Ruktie>
nen auf bt!iden Seiten des AtJant.iks z.u 
akwel len Fragen wie der Waldh•im·Aflio· 
re. dem His·torikerstreit und· der Bitbur1· 
Ko·ntroverse. 

Die IM'.iden Orconisat1onen 1r\inde1Cn 
jetzt e.inen gcmeinsamen Beratun.gskreis. 
der.dazu beittagen <011, die bestehenden 
lnforrnationsliicken zu ~hHeBen. Als er
ste Aufgabe w ird d iese.r Kreis im Z1.1Sam· 
menhang mit der Planung von Gedenk· 
feiem z.um 50. Jahrestag der sogenannten 
Kristallnacht l nlormationen.austauschen. 
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vom 6. 11. 1987 

usammenarbeit AJC-Atlantik-Briicke: 

Jeziehungen zwischen US-Juden und 
>eutschen sollen ge~ordert werden 

Yon Henry Mane 
Oat> American Jewish Commitcce und die 

1952 gcgriindctc. jc121 in Bonn onsii.'>.,igc 
Atlantik-Briicke habcn auf ciner Si1iung in 
New York gemcinschafllichc Plane bckannt 
gegebcn, die zu cincm bcsscrcn Vcrh!iltnis 
amerikanischcr Judcn zur Bundcsrcpublik 
fUhre1> sollen. Der crs1c Schritt isr cine vom 
2 1. bis 23. November in Bonn s1a11findende 
Konfe-rcnz, deren Ergcbnis in cincr zwcirco. 
gcmcinschaftlichcn Tagung crilncn werdcn 
soil. die im nilchslen Jahr in New York 
vorgeschen isl. 

In cincr gcmeinsamen Erlcliirung von Theo
dore Ellenoff, dem Pliisidenlen des Ame
rican Jewish Commiucc. und W:llrcr Leis· 
ler Kiep. dem. Vorsil7.cn<k:n dcr Allanrik
Briicke, hies.~ cs: "Wir sind tier Ansichr. dass 
unscren gemcinsarnC:n lnlcrcsscn durch die 
Aufrcchterhaltung fester Bindungcn zwi
sc:hcn den Vcreinigten Staaten und tier Bun
dc.srq>t1blik gedienr ist. Binduni:en. die in 

- unscrtom Engagemcnl rur den Schurz und 
die Wci1crcn1wid:fung cincr vcrf3ssung'
milligcn Demokraue wie dct burgerhdicn 
und politischcn Freihcilen veranken son<l". 

Kritiscbcs Jahr 

Ellcnoff crl<line. dass die ~u1schcn doc 
Judcn zu schr our als Opfer kenncn. obcr 
wcnig iibcr dcren Bcirragc Gur deul>Chcn 

. ,... 

Gcscllschaft seit ihrcr im 19. Jahrhunden 
erfolgtcn Emanzipation wissen. weil vicl zu 
vicl eincr kollcktivcn Amnesic anheimgefal
lcn sci. Das kommendc Jahr bc7.cich11c1c er 
insofem als ein kritisches, wcil in die zwOlf 
Monalc der 40. Jahresrag dcr Griindung 
Israels und dcr .. 50. Jalircstag des Nazi
Einmar.<chs in Os1erreich sowic der sog. 
Reichskristallnacht falle. 

"Wahrcnd dcr lcmen 40 Jahrc hal sich das 
Amcric~n Jewish Commiucc bemilhr, Briik
kcn des Versiandnisses zu bauen. die sich aur. 
die gcmeinsame Achrung flir Demokralie 
und die Rechte des Einzclnen _griindcn. In 
Zukunr1 wird cs notig sein. die si<:h zwischcn 
an>erikanischcn Juden und Deurschl•nd er
gebc.ndcn Fragcn zu untcrsuchen. Durch die 
l'es1igung unscrer Bezichungcn zur Allantik
Brikkc wcnten wir mit ciner lns1i1urion 
iu.\arnmcnarbcitcn. dcrcn Mission positiver 
Bciichungcn iibcr den Atlantik mil dcr unsri
gcn Gbcreinstimm1". 

Der Holocaust <las Hauptproblan 
Den Holocaust bezcichnctc dcr AJC

Pr.isidcnl als das Minelpunktsproblcm bci 
den fkmuhungcn amcrikanisd!cr Juden und 
dcr Dcuuchcn bci dcr Definition ihrer ldenli
tilcn om ausgchendcn 20. Jah.toundcrt. "\lknn 
wir nid>I die Bcdcutsamkcil dicses furchtba
rcn Erlcbnis.-.s rur beidc erl<enncn. konnten 
wir den gcgcn>eitigcn Baiehungen wciieien 
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Schaden zufUgcn. Und gcschadig1e Bc
zicbungen zwis.~cn amc:fibnisthcn Judcn 
und dcr Bundcsrepublik, an sich bedlluer
lich. k6nn1en aucb die deutsch·1rncrih
nischen und die dcutscb-isracllschcn Bc
zichungcn gefiihrden" . · 

Kiep, der sich als Schatzmcister dcr CDU 
~ Bu~-ssabs~ttf eincn N1men 
gemxht hit. erlcllrtc. dau die Betichungen 
dcr Dcuuchen zu der emerik~i~hen Judcn
heit eiocn wejsscn Ficek daistcllcn, und man 
in Dcut.cbland nichl wisse, welcbe bc
dcutendc Roi le amerikanische Juden fDr die 
Entwkklung der V.reinirien Staaten gespiclt 
haben und wie ihre lntepation vor sich ging. 
Hier bcstebc ein grosser Nachholbcdarf. und 
es solltc nkht bci den bevontehenden Kon
fcrenun bleiben, vielmchr mil<sc 1uf diesem 
Wcg wei1crgcgangen werden. 

"Unscre bcidcn lnsti1u1ionen". fuhr er 
fon. "haben scit langcm Programme du1ch· 
geflihn. die darauf 1bges1ellt warcn. die 
Beziehungen zwi<chen 1merikanischcn Ju· 
den und Dcutschen zu verbcsscm. ein Ziel, 
dl!s _durcb das jcrzige Abkomrncn gelllrden 
wcrden soil. Wcnn wir po!irive Bezichungcn 
zwischeo der judischen Oemeinschaft in den · 
V.reinigten S1aatcn und du Bundcsn:publik 
Dcutschland ':schaffeo wollcn, mUS5Cn wir 
·<1cr Lchrcn unscrcr jOngstcn Vcrgangenhcit 
cingcdcnk sei:n, cbcnso wie der gegenw'11i· 
gen und kunftigen Realitit eines freien und 
demokratischcn Dclil.Sehland als oines wich· 
tigen NATO-Partners". 

Auf der in zwei Wochcn s1a11findendcn 
erstcn Donna Konfcrenz, die auf 30 aktivc 
ll:ilnchrncr bcschriinl<I bleibcn soil. werden 
u.a: Professor Arthur Rosenfeld von dcr 
University of Indiana in Bloomington, f>r<>. 
fcsror Kun Sontheimer von dcr Universitli1 
Munchcn. Rabbi Marc Tan~nbaum. Leiter 
dcr Abceilung filr interkonfcssioncllc Be· 
riehungcn im Amcn<:an Jewish Commine. 
Dr. Joseph Joffe. Redlltcur der Sudd~ut· 
schrn uirunR '" Miinchcn. sowoe Ernst 
Cramer. dcr Leircrdcr Axel·Springer-Stiflung 
in Berlin. da< Won crgrcofen. · 

Auf dcr am Tag nach der gemc1nschaf1h
chcn Er1cl~rung de~ AJC und der Atlan11k
Briickc bcginnenden Jahn:stogung des Ame
rican Jewish Commince in Atlanla war cs 
dcr Leiter dcr dcut«hcn Konrad-Adcnaucr
Stiflung, Dr. Bruno llcck. dcr auf dll5 Thc
ma der geplanlen Konfcrcnzcn cinging. Un
ter Bczugnahmc auf den vcrstorbencn 
S1aa1sminisrer Dr. Alois Menes sagle er. 
dass es dessen Ziel war. cin bc>seres Klima 
zwischcn Dcu1schcn und amcrikanischcn Ju. 
den herbcizufiihren, und der einen vcr. 
s1ark1en Dialog fordenc. Auf seiner lerzten 
Ansprache vnr dcm American Jcwis~ Com· 
mince, nur kurz vor scincm . Tod. zeigte 
Menes sich angesichrs des umstrincnen Bil· 
buig-Besucl1s Prlisidcnr Reagan• besorg1. 
dass danmlcr dieser Dialog leiden konnrc. 
Die Adenaucr-S1iftung und das American 
Jewish Comminec fUhrcn schon seit fahrcn 
Austauschprogr.imme zwischen den USA 
und der Bundcsrepublik durch. 

. 11 
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Los Angeles Times 
vom 24. 11 .. 1987 

American Jews, W. Germans Try 
to Improve 'Unsettling Relations' 

By WILLIAM TUOHY, 'l'lmes Staff Writer 

BONN-West German and 
American Jewish leaders ended a 
three-day meeting here Monday 
and exi>rcssed concern over the 
"unsettling relations" between the 
two communities on either side of 
the Atlantic. 

The meeting was presided over 
by Theodore Ellenorr, presid~nt Qf · · Ii ~mmittee AG_U. 
qt~u.c nn~ r·ounaauon.. ll 

was Cikd lo 4SCGss what tl\ey 
termed " the troubled relations be
tween. A~erican Jews and West 
Germans .. 

Ellenoff said that neither com
munity really understands the oth
er.and that the purpose of the three 
days of seminars was to "explore 
the misunderstandings." 

In earticular, EllenoCf said, 
American Jews were worried by 
President Reagan's controvel"Sial 
visit in 1985 to West Germany's 
Bitburg war cemetery, which con-

tains the graves of Nazi SS soldiers: 
by the election of Kurt Waldheim 
as president of Austria despite 
suspicion that he had a role in war 
crimes, and by the current debate 
among German -historians on the 
degree of guilt that Gc.rmany 
should assume for the slaughter of 
Jews<luring the Nazi ~riod. 

"Germans fai I to appreciate the 
depth of Jewish feeling over thP. 
trauma of the Holocaust,'" a joint 
news release declared. 

For their part, "American Jews 
know little about the emergence of 
a vibrant democracy in the Federal 
Republic [West Germanyt since 
[the end or World War II in) 1945, 
nor are they aware of the extent of 
German-Israeli relations and coop
eration," the statement continued. 

"German efforts to grapple with 
the Holocaust and its conscq,uences 
receive inadequate attention in the 
American Jewl:sh community," it 
said. 

- s l -
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Reaching across the Atlantic: efforts 
to cement links with America 

A merica and 1hc Federal Republic 
arc making informal effort~ to 1igh-

1en 1heir political rela tionship. 
In both countries, the gcncra1ion 

which csi,.blished 1hc close links of the 
immediate pos1-war year~ is rapidly dis
appearing fro m active politic~ and 1his 
is inevi1ably leading to a cenain loss of 
eoodwill. 
... The Germans are nu t in the fortunate 
po.,.itio n of the Britis h. whose l:lnguage 
forges an indesiruc tiblc 1ran~atlan1ic 

link. 
Nor arc 1hcy in the posi1ion of the 

French. whc• have the cullurat admira· 
1ion of 1hcir neighbours. including Am· 
t.:rica·s educated clas."cs. 

Since 1hc days or Lafoycuc :md the 
Prcnch Revolu1ion a seed of ~ympathy for 
France has lain in America's ~ii. recur· 
n;mly hcc1rini;. fruit dc:s:pi1c 1hc occa...:;ional 
1H.11t)urMs of French an1i-Amcricani~m. 

Such in1ransigcnc ics a la de Gaulle 
may mar Franco-American reladons. 
bu1 i1 seems thal 1hey cannot harm the 
dt.:l'ply~romed Amcri can sympa1hy ww· 
anJ:-; France. 

The Federal Republ ic of Germany does 
no t po~scss a compa.-ahle foundation of 
las1ing. cohurallrro.o1ed. iouriMically 
pt•pular and friendly .sen1imcnt in America. 

This is unlikely 10 change even aher 
1hc burden of 1hc two wo rld wars and 
1hc Nazi regime wcig,hing heavily on lhe 
namt: of Germany has been redeemed. 

for this reason special cffon is rcpca· 

1ed ly needed 10 keep 1his ~ela1ionsh ip 
alive in the awareness of both peoples, 
cHminate stereotype.s and enable closier 
mutual perceplio n . 

The Bonn-based Atlomik· Briick.e so-· 
cic1y has sci i iself 1he objcc1ive of im
p.-o"ing the C'Clationship between the 
1wo countries. 

ii does so tlirough invilations 10 lec
tures. conferences and the promo1ion of 
CXC'hange prog rammes. 

Atlantik· Briicke i.s a non-pa rty o rga
nisat ion. Its memhers include Waller 
L-cisler Kiep (CDU), who is chairman. 
H elmut Schmid1 , Bundesrng MPs Volk
er Riihc (CDU). Hclmul Schafer ( FD P) 
and Oimich S1obbe (SPD), llundesiag 
Sp0akcr Philipp Jenninger, Bundcsbank 
prcsideiil Karl Ono Po hl as w~ll ii< 
m any other economists, 1rade unionis1s. 
scicmists and j ournalis1s. 

Two new projects have been begun 
re ccn1ly IO make up for pas1 fa ilings. 

Canada. 1hc 01hcr North American 
partner, is 10 be included to a greater 
extent in the o rganisa1ion·s activities. 
Work on 1his began in 1985. 

In 1he mo re tradi1ional field of activities 
focusing on Gennan-Amcrican relations ii 
wa~ disc<wercd 1hat too lictle attention has 

been paid in 1hc past 10 1he Jews ao; a .spe
cific group in American socicly. 

Bilhurg, whieh became 1hc unexpecl
ed complications surro unding Pre.sidcn1 
Reagan·s visi1 t9' Gcrmtiny, and the 
Waldheim affair made it all 100 u lw ious 
tha t there is virtually no relationship or 
exchange of ideas with this particularly 
sensitive group. 

The lack of 0 ialoguc between 1hc 
Federal Republic of Germany and Am· 
erican Jew ... explains why the prohlcms 
flared up 1hc way 1 hey did. 

II almo~t ~ccmed as if the ( icrmans 
had paid no spcciill attention to Ameri
ca's Jews since the close links Octwccn 
former Bonn Chancello r Konrad Ade
nauer and Nahum Goldmann. the p rcsi· 
dent of 1hc Jewisl1 World Congress. in 
1he ncgo1ia1ions wi1h Israel and 1he in-
1erna1io nat Jewish organisa1 ion~ in 
1962 on the Trea1.y on Repar31io ns a nd 
Res.titu1ions. 

Ou ring the first conference Oetwccn a 
dclcga1lon o f the American Jewish 
Committee and the Atltmtik·llrii1·kr or· 
gani~ation in Bad Godesberg it hcc~mc 
dear 1hat German policies had often 
simply regarded 1 he American Jews as 
.. Amer icans.. and not as a specific 
group. 

Consecutive Bonn governme nts had 
tried 10 improve chc relationship w Is
rael, but ncglec1ed the American Jewry. 

This cxplaiDs why American Jcw.s of
ten lacked inforrna1ion on 1he spcdal 
rcla1ionship between 1hc Federal Re· 
public of Germany and lsroel. 

The Jewish community is also .appar· 
cn1ly unaware of 1hc c x1en1 or the public 
discussion in the Federal Republic o n 
1he c rimes commi111cd hy 1hc Nert.is :rntl 
ih significance in \Vcs1 German politic .... 

This di~cussion has oftt.:n c1s$1.uncd 
1 he fonn of a -1ii1.·k11ed rcsisrnncc movc
mcn1 .. agains1 the cons1itu1ion;il slate. 

The rcsuh:rnl dLimage is the rcsull of 
the miscunccptioo 1hat this is the way IO 
prcvcn1 1ht: rc·emcrl!cnce of a ~y~tcm of 
~ovcrnmcnt hasc<l on injustiCl'. 

One of 1hc n:asons for Amc..·ritJn un· 
;iw09rcoos: of 1his situation is lht! fac.:1 
1ha1 mo~a Amcrk;;m corrl·spomkms in 
Europe write very li1tlc abrn.ll the: din,:c1 
and indirect prnuccupat ion o( Wcs1 
German poli1in wi1h 1hc <.·rimes com
rniu ell during 1h1.· Third Rl·ich. 

The manifcstl'tions o f 01n1iscmi1ism in 
lhl.' Federal Rcpu hlic of lrt'rm;inv. 11n 
the other h~n<l. 1hc ... i.gnificance of \~·hich 
is gencr3lly overra·tcd. j :i;; u.su;11ly guaran· 
teed to hir the headlines in America . 

An1iscmitism in Germany is -news··. 
whereas the cOn1inual di~cussion of thl!' 
pa:e1. for example. in lhc form of the cur· 
rent - historians· dispu1c ··. is very rarely 
covered. 

T he conference in Bad Godcshcrg 
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J1,<"us~cd whether A lexanJcr amt 1\.1ar
l!arct Mi1schcrlich'~ claim 1hanhc Ger-. 
man' arc un:iblc 10 mo urn (forwanlc <:I in 
their book t>i~ Unfuhigkeit ;;::u 1ruu 1;_•n1) 
wa.,ju,t iflcd. 

A lark of undcrManding or I his :iccu
,;111on o.c.am~I 1hc GeTmam. is nnc of rhc 
tca,on' for the fcelint,'i: which cruprcd 
U\·Cr lh~ Uuhuti:.orntl Waldh1.·im arrairs_ 

One or 1hc Jt""A 1!<h cklc-~;:atc~ at 1hc 
1.•11nfc.·rcnt·i: r..·markc.·J 1h:.1 ori:"·111al r&..·h
~1mh anti cvc.·n rht.: .. -;1riuu, Chn~••an 
tknomm:umn' u ... c c.h (forcnt -voc:ihula· 
ric' - 10 c.-.prcss gu1h, 'in~ .. remorse and 
:1111ncmcn1 

1 hey r:mgc from c.·xpre"""'-" a ntJ puh
hc ~<.·,1uu:' ;ind tl.:d;u·:uions~ a' in lhl· 
Jc~"h hcltcf. 1,1arn .1nd :t numht!r 11f 
C'hri\ll3n 'l:C'CI\, tn IY'mrC" hidden form~. 
J' m the fC\ll:unct.I l;,ngual!c of lhc C:1-
thohc' and Anglicans. 

fht\e diffcrcncie~ 1n 1hr lang.uagc o l 
.1to ncmcn1. he 'll:a1d, mu,1 he interprc1ed 
rorrcclly to avoid cn1ic1sing whal ha~ 
merely llc,:cn overlooked or ml\un<lcr
'IOud. 

A ~congrcs~ional S1udy (irnu p on 
Germany" con.sis11ng· or m~mhcr' ur 
h111h panici ha< l>cen <cl up in rhc US 
Con~rc~~- · 

th prim:.ry ohjrct iv1..· rs ro iouiatc an 
\'Xchangc of idea~ wi1h German MPs in 

rhc fields or ~ccuruy and economic poli
cy, c~pccinll)• 1he ~radc and agriculture 
policies or borh coun1rics. 

Ocmcxr:uic Congressman Lee Ham
ilton (Indiana). the group's firs1 c hair~ 
man. dc~cribcd the group's jmcnrion$ in 
a lencr 10 hi5 fellow Congress member~: 

"'We want ro find o u1 as much as pos
'iblc from our colleague~ in 1he Bundcs-
1ag about c"cry1hing which j, impor1an1 
ror both counrrics. 

.. \Yhc r..-"cr possible. we sh.all try 10 

crtale an unorricial. informal and non
party fof'um .• where Wt' can get tu lcnuw 
each mhers idea"--

A group or Ouod<,t•g MPs has been 
1nvi1cd to come along in January le> 1hc 
CIC'clion or dclcgalC( (<"!1UCu!) in Iowa 
for 1he prc~rJcn11at clcc:-1wn in Nm .. c m
t ... ·r l llXX. 

The i:roup·'.\ ,1cpu1y ch::tirm<.in i." tht• 
lkruhhcan Cungrc,'.\m;111 Thoma.s 
Culcm"*n from M1,,..our1. 

1 he I ravel cu"'h will he fimmceiJ hv 
1hc German M~rsh;.111 Funt.J ol' 1h\!' Uni1·
c<l S1a1c.1o (in Wa,..hingu .. •11). 

On 22 Januar)' Uonn prc:sidi.:111 Ki
l' h,ird von Wcizo;i1d:c1 will .. prc:-:cnt 1hc 
li1M-c.•vcr l!r1c M. Warhurg Prhc. 
:.•w:11t1ct1 hy lhc AtltJntik-llrtid.;,c ~1rgOJ11i
~a11on fur ouhtan<ling :-..crvicc~ for rhc 
1ntc.•n,ifil·u1ion tJf German- American 
r1.:li.11ion:\, lo Eric .WMhu rg himself. 

~ric W;irhurg, an ft7-ye;.ir-oltJ hanker 
froin oo old·e<tablished Jewish family in 
I lamburg. was forced 1<> cmigr;i1c from 
Germany cluring 1he I ._,,)Os. He rt!rurncJ 
with th\! Amcricun 1rOop~ a1 1he end uf 
lhcwar. 

Smee 1hcn he ha.s .!ii:huwn ~dflc:\S com
m 1tmcnt to crca1ing Mrongcr links hc-
1wccn th\! l wo countric,. 

li1•m her (;llltss~n 
( franUur1e' Alf.gcmein~ ;tcilufti: 

lurfh.'1ih(ftl-..nJ.l~IA~1,,:m~r l'i37• 
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Conference· on 

.. .. . . . 

ADENAVERALLE~ 131 

5300 BONN 1 

TELEFON IOU8l 21 41 60/l!l 4~ 60 

TELEX 11869307 abbn d 

American Jews and the 
Federal ·Republic of ~ermany: 

HESCHREDDER 52 
1000 HAMBURq 63 

TE.LEFON (0401 59 06 18 Problems and Opportunities 

sponsored by 
Atlanti.k-BrUcke e.V. and 
The American Jewish Committee (New York) 

DSL~Bank, Kennedy~llee · 62 - 70, Bonn-Bad Godesberg, 
Tel.: 0228/8891 

November 21 - 23, 1987 

Tentative Program 

S at u rd a y , Nov em be r 2 l , l 9 8 7 

6.15 p.m. 

6.30 p.m . 

Arrival 
o·elegation will stay a.t St·eigenbergerHote1, ·· 
ReuterstraBe 124~132 (Bonn-Center), 
5 3 0 0 .Bonn 1 , Tel • : 0 2 2 8 I 2 O 1 9.1 · · 

Dep~rture of bus from Steige~berger Hot~l . 

Cocktails and Welcoming Dinner 
hosted by: OSL-Bank, Kennedyallee 62 - 70, 

Bonn-Bad Godesberg · 

Welcome: Walther Leisler Kiep, 
Chairmani Atlantik-BrUcke e.V. · 

; . 61l~ 
German Guest ·Speaker: N.N . 

(Lo-t"\-t.lt S~i]) 
Sunday, November 22, 1987 

8.45 a.m. 

9.00 a.m. 

1.00 p.m. 

Breakfast at Steigenberger Hotel 
Departure of bus 

First Session 
"Self Perception and Mutual .Perceptions" 

Chairman: N • N • 

American Introducer: N.N. Ali\"~~· 

German Introducer: Dr. Kurt Sontheimer, 
Professor of Poli.tical Scienc~, MUnchen 

Lunch 

German Guest Speaker: N.N. 

llankvrrM11J .. 11c : M . M . W•1bu•c · llr111dimon11. Wirlz & Co .. Hamburc. llLZ 20120100. Konlo Nr .. t19 <M.S 
~1h .ti'.• Yr.rf'in,r.: H:.mburo. 

. . 

. · 
. ' 
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3.00 p.m. 

7.30 p.m. 

8. 00 .p. m. 

Second Session 
"from Bitburg to th~ 'battle of the 
historians ' " 

Chairman: N.N~ 

American Introducer: N. N ~la.-~ 11Qa"'.....,·· . . . 
German Introducer: Dr. Josef Joffe · 
Foreign Editor and Columnist~ SUddeutsche 

_ Zeitung, MUnchen 

Departure of bus from Steigenberger Hotel 

Dinner 
hosted by: Dr. and Mrs. Arend Oetker , 

Eugen-Langen-StraBe 11, 
5000 Kol n 51, Tel.: 0221 /385050 

American Guest Speaker: Theodore Ellenoff, ~ · 
President, The American Jewish Committee 

Monday, November 23, 1987 

8.15 a.m. 

8.30 a.m. 

12.30 p.m. 

3.00 p . m. 

4 . 00 p .- m. 

· sreakfast at Steigenberger ·Hotel 

Departure of bus 

Third Session 
"Influence and Impact of the Media 0 

N.N~ Chairman: 0 f~-~ 
American IAtPe~~c~r: N.N. 

~~-.Lr<~ . 
German lntredY~r: Ernst Cramer, 
Axel Springer Verlag, Berlin 

Working Luncheon - Fourth Session 
General Conclusions - Programmatic Recommen
dations 

£nd of Conference 

Press Conference 

Bonn, September 22, 1987 
Lin/me 
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Conference on 
American Je~s and the 
Federal Republic of Germany: 
Problems and Opportunities 

November ·21 - 23, 1987 
. . 
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Topics of D~scuss1on 

HESCH~EDDER Si . · . . 

iOOO HAMBUR<; 6J 

TELEFON 10401 59 66 18 · 

·First Session: SELF PERCEPTION · AND MUTUAL PERCEPTIONS 

- identity and national conscientiousness 

- images and stereotypes 

relations between 1945 

Israel factor 

1985 

~econd S~ssion: FROM BITBURG TO THE 'BATTLE OF THE HI~TORIANS' 

Thtrd Session: INFLUENCE and IMPACT OF THE MEDIA 
. ' • . . 

adve~tisirig and pu~lic ~elations. - stereotype ~s a ~arketing 
tool 

journalism and broadcast media accentin~ ·the negative? 

Bonn, September 1987 
Li n/'me 

.· 

. . 
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AGE . N"DA 

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

International Relations Department 

Steering Committee 

December 7, 1987 
Sheraton Grand, Washington, DC 

==== 

J. Update on the Arab-Israel Peace Process: 

Impact of the Arab Summit 

The Question of the Soviet Role - Or. Dennis Ross, 

National Security Council 

It. Report on the AJC-Atlantik Bruecke Conference 

Ill . Report on the Preparatory AJC-Austrian Meeting 

IV. Assessing AJC Rei.atioris witli tJC1c : 

CVB : RPR 

87-550 
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\Uomm1tte8 n 1'hoAmoriQn J..0Sh l:IE Committee 

Institute of Human Relations 
165 East 56 Street 
New Yori<, New York 10022 
212 751-4000 

Monon Yarmon 
Director of Public Relations 

The AJC protects Jewish interests the world over; combats bi9otry and promotes human 
rights for all; defends pluralism. enhances the creative vitality of the Jewish people, and 
contributes to the formulatfon of American public policy from a combined. Jewish and 
American perspeCJive. Founded in 1906, it is the pione~r human-relations agency in the U.S. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NEW YORK, Dec. 1 • • .• A conference of American-Jewish and West German leaders has 

discovered deep gaps in knowledge on the part of American Jews and West Germans 

·:.-- ___ . __ about. one_ another_. 

American Jews know little about the emergence of a vibrant democracy in the 

Federal Republic since 1945, nor are they aware of the extent of German-Israeli 

relations and cooperation. German efforts to grapple with the Holocaust and its 

consequences receive inadequate attention in the American Jewish community. At 

the same time, Germans show little understanding for the nature of the American 

pluralist society, of which American Jews form an integral part, and they fail to 

apprec~ate the depth of Jewish feeling over the trauma of the Holocaust. 

The American Jewish Committee and the Atlantik-Brucke recently met under the 

chairmanship of their presidents, Theodore Ellenoff and Walther Leisler Kiep, to 

discuss the troubled relations between American Jews and West Germans . They con-
... -··- ------··- -

vened the conference out of a shared concern over Public reactions on both sides 

of the Atlantic .to such events as the Waldheim affair , the historians ' debate, and 

the Bitburg controversy. 

President Richard von Weizacker, in a message to the conference, expressed his 

"satisfaction with .the growing cooperation between the Atlantik-Brucke and the 

American Jewish Committee .. . which deserves special recognition as the first Jewish 

organization in the USA to advance understanding and cooperation between Jews and 

yermans." 

The two organizations created a consultative group to promote cooperation and 

to fill the information vacuum that hampers relations between American Jews and 

West Germans. One of its initial t~sks will be to increase mutual knowledge with 

regard to the upcoming "Kristallnacht" observances in 1988. 

The American .Jewish Committee and the Atlantik-Brucke are also proposing other 

programs, including broad educational and exchange activities, with a .special focus 

on youth and the media . 

In order to advance understanding between American Jews and Germans, and 

thereby contribute to Germ<\n-American relations, the American Jewish Committee and 

the Atlantik- Brucke plan to meet again in June 1988 in New York. 
Theodore Ellenoff. President; Leo Nevas. Chair. Soard of Governors; Robert S. Jacobs, Chair. National Executive Council; Edward E. Elson, Chair. Board ot Trustees 

Bertram H. Gotd. Executive Vice·Ptesident 

Washington Office, 2027 Mo>Sachu•etts Ave .• N.W, Wa.shington DC 20036 · Europe hq.; 4 rue de la Bienfaisance. 75008 Paris, France• Israel hq,; 9 Ethiopia St. Jerusalem 95149. l•rael 

South America hq. {temporary ottice): 165 E. 56 St, New Yori\. NY 10022-2746 • Mexico·Central America hq.: Av. Ejercito Nacional 5331302·303. Mexico 55, 0.F. 
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The Atlantik-Brucke (Atlantic Br idge) is a private, non- partisan association 

in Bonn , which has set itself the task of cultivating and deepening German-American 

rel ations. Members include Walther Leisler Kiep (Chairman), Hel mut Schmidt, Bundestag 

members Volker ·Ruhe, Helmut Schafer and Dietrich Stobbe, Bundestag President Philipp 

Jenninger, Federal Bank President Karl-Otto Pohl , and leading personalities of the 

German economy, the unions, science and the media . 

AJRZ 
87-960-235 



· ·c.. 

JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMiNALJUSTICE 

The City University of New York 

445 West 59th Street, New York, N. Y. 10019 

212 489-5183 

Dr. Marc H. Tanenbaum 
American Jewish Committee 
165 East 56 Street 
New York, New York 10022 

Dear Dr. Tanenbaum: 

January 13, 1988 

I am enclosing page proofs for a forthcoming article which 
may be of interest to you, and "ould be interested in knowing of 
any comments on this piece which you might care to make. When we 
last spoke, I mentioned that I will be better prepared to 
speak on cu·l tural syn:ibiosis by this spring than I . would have been 
this week. If, theref~re, your original invitation to me Cthat 
is, your invitation to address the plenary session of the 
symposium on Austrian-Jewish relations> were t~ be extended once 
again, I anticipate that I would be able to accept it this time 
around. 

JJ/eb 
encl. 

Shall we schedule a . lunch in order to discuss this topic? 

Sincerely, 

· ~ 1~~ I Profes_7'r Jack Jacobs 

..~') 
\ 
I 

j 



THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date May _26, 1988 

to Ted Ellenoff 

from Bert Gold . ,(/~V 
v~ .! 

subiect 

While I still don't think it advisable for us to issue 
a public statement on 1'affaire Nachmanri, you might 
very well be asked about the matter whiie you are in 
Germany~ To this end Marc's statment, which I have 
drastically edite~, might prove to be useful. 

I have also enclosed a copy of the 1959 contract between 
the AJC and the Jewish Publication Society of America. 

cc: Marc Tanenbaum ~ 
Bill Trosten / 
Ira Si.lverman 

enc. 
BHG:stg 



STATEMENT BY THEODORE ELLENOFF, PRESIDEN~ OF THE AMERICAN JEWISH 

COMMITTEE, ON REPORTS OF WERNER NACHMANN'S ALLEGED EMBEZZLEMENTS 

--The American Jewish Committee is deeply disturbed by reports 

of alleged embezzl~rnent of several millions of dollars by the 

late Werner Nachmann from reparations funds established by the 

Federal Republic of Germany for "hardship cases" of victims of 

Nazism. 

If these reports are proven to be true, Nachmann's actions 

should be condemned as a .double betrayal of trust · - a be~rayal 

of the West German . government's acts of reconciliation to the 

victims of Nazi atrocities and a betrayal of the trust of Jewish 

victims who suffered under the Nazis. 

We welcome the forthright expressions of outrage and concern 

vo~ced by Heinz Galinski, presi~ent of the Berlin Jewish com

munit¥, over the revelations of these possible embezzlements, 

and support his call for a full and thorough investigation. 

We also wish to acknowledge with appreciation the serious and 

restrained manner with which the West German government officials 

have responded to these events. They have resisted the 

temptation to exploit this terrible episode in any sensational 

wa¥, and we regard thi~ as a genuine act of statesmanship. 



C NEWS FROM THE 

ommittee The American Jewish 
Committee 

lnsthute of Human Relations 
165 East 56 Street 
New York, New York 10022 
212 751-4000 
Morton Y.annoni 
Dlrect0< of Public Relation• 

The AJC protects Jewish interests the world over: combats bigotry and promotes human 
right~ for all; defends pfurahsm, enhances the creative vitality of the Jewish people. and 
contributes to the formulation of American public pohcy from a combined Jewish and 
American perspective. Founded in 1906, it is t he p ioneerhuman·relations agenCv ln the U.S. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NEW YORK. June 27-"Forty years ago, German constitutional law lay in broken shards, drained of all 

support for human rights and the Rule of Law. The scrupulous reconstitution of these rights in both 

law and practice in the Federal Republic is a hopeful safeguard of the furure. National Socialism swept 

aside the Rule of Law. It is more important to live within constitutional proscriptions, than to draft 

them." 

Theodore Ellenoff, national president of the American Jewish Committee, made these remarks 

recently at the Alois Mertes Memorial Lecture held in Bonn, West Germany, as part of a series of 

lectures co-sponsored by the AJC and the Konrad Adenauer Foundation. 

The late Alois Mertes, noted West German Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, devoted much of 

his attention to the task of reconciliation and dialogue with Judaism. Speaking at an American Jewish 

Committee annual meeting several years ago, he outlined a future for Germany "marked by justice and 

freedom." 

Mr. Ellen.off compared the 2.00-year-old American Constitution and the nearly 40-year-old West 

Gennan Constitution (the Basic Law) in the way each seeks to achieve the goals of self-government and 

individual fulfillment. 

There are two major issues where the constitutio.ns diverge, Mr. Ellenoff noted. 

"First, the Gennan Basic Law responds in an affirmative manner to insure a domestic peace between 

its citizens individually and in social groups. It asserts that immense social changes have occurred in 

the process of industr1alization, sharply dlminlstung the individual's personal ability to f\mction and, 

thus, giving rise to a dependence· on the state. Many people see the state and the constitution._as the 

supporters of economic and social progress. 

'The American Constitution talks about promotion of the general welfare, but is essentially silent 

on active participation by the state in social and economic matters." 

Mr. Ellenoff added: "Another distinguishing feature of the American Constitution when compared to 

the Basic Law is separation of church from state- Under the Gennan Basic Law, explicit provision is 

made for the support of religious institutions or religious instruction in state schools." 

This discrepancy, Mr. Ellenoff said, is a clear manifestation of the early history of both countries. 

In the U.S., religious denominations tied from England to escape the pressure and unifonnity of a state 

religion while German history reflects an intimate collaboration between church in temporal and secular 

matters. 

Commenting on the inherent similarities between both constitutions, despite the different historical 

experiences from which each was drawn and the fact that they were written almost 150 years apart, Mr. 

Ellenoff stressed that each proclaims "that liberty of the individual is best secured under a free 

democracy where the will of the majority of the people must be freely expressed, with a minority having 

the unencumbered right to political opposition and the opportunity to itself become a majority.'' 

··--more 

Theodore Ellenott, President; ~o Nevas. Chair, Board of Governors; flobert S. Jacobs. Chair, Nauonal ExecwtJVe Council; Edward E Elson, Chair, 8oan:I of Trustees 

Bertn1m H. Gold, Executive Vice-President 

Washmgton Off1ce. ZJJ27 Massachusens Ave .• N.W .. Washington DC 20036 • Europe hq .. 4 rue de la 81enfa1sance, 75003 Paris. France • rsr.iel hQ.: 9 Ethiopia SI . Jerusalem 95149, Israel 

Soulh America hq. (temporary office): t6S E. 56 St.. New Yori<, NY 10022·2746 • Mex1co·Cen1tal America hq.: Av. E1ercito National S33/J02·303. Mexico SS, D.F. 
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He went on to note that the procedural difficulties of amending both constitutions prevent 

modification from being at the disposal of single political parties, with the U.S. Constitution requiring 

anamendment to be ratified by two-thirds of the states and the Basic Law providing for constitutional 

amendments by legislation through the Bundestag and the Bundesrat. 

"As the Basic Law reaches its 40th year, commentators can prudentially note that it also, with the 

American Constitution, shares the prospects of continuous vitality, auguring well for the Federal Republic 

and individual human rights," Mr. Ellenoff concluded. 

The American Jewish Committee is this countty's pioneer human relations organization. Founded in 

1906, it combats bigotry, protects the civil and religious of Jews here and abroad, and advances the 

cause of improved human relations for all people everywhere. 

AJRZ 

88-960-110 

PEl.7:0G - 6124/88 



Conference Sponsored by · 

ATLANTIC·BRUECKE e.V. AND THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITIEE 

Grand Hyatt Hotel 
150 E. 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 

Phone: (212) 883-1234 

June 18 - 20, 198 

AMERICAN JEWS AND THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY· PART II 

PROGRAM 

Sarurday. June 18. 1988 

6:30 p.m. 

7:30p.m. 

Arrival -
Delegates will stay at Grand ~yatt Hotel 

Deparrure of buses 

Cocktails and Welcoming Dinner 
hosted by Lois and Theodore ·Ellenofr 
at their home, Armonk. N.Y. 

Sunday. June 19. 1988 

8:00 a.m. 

9:00 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. 

Breakfast (Julliard Room) 

First Session (Broadway Room) 
"American Jewish Perception or lsr:iel" 

Co-Chairmen: Theodore Ellenoff 

Presenters: 

Coffee Break 

· President. The American Jewish Committee 

Walther Leister Kiep 
Chairman, Atlantik-Bruecke e.V., Bonn 

Norman Podhoretz 
Editor, COMMENTARY Magazine 
Washington, 0 . C. 

Rabbi Alexander Schindler 
President, Union of American Hebrew Congregations 



1:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

4:30 

6:30 p.m. 

7:30 p.m. 

·2· . 

Respondencs: Dr. Josef Joffe 
Foreign Editor and Columnist 
Sueddeutsche Zeirung, Muenchen 

Karsten Voigt. MdB 
Speaker of the Social Democratic Group in the 
Committee on Foreign Affairs 
Deurscher Bundestag 

Lunch (Julliard Room) 

Sc:c:ond Session (Broadway Room) 
"German Perception of American J'--ws" 

Co-Chairmen: Erik Blumenfeld 
Member of the European Parliament; 
Treasurer, Atlantik·Brucckc e.V. 

Jac:k Lapin 
Chairman, Interreligious Affairs Commission 
The American Jewish Committee 

Presenter: Dr. Joerg von Uttunann 
US. Correspondent, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeirung 

Respondent: William S. Trosten 
Associate Director, The American Jewish Committee 

Cotf ee Break 

Cocktails (Uris Room) 

Dinnc:r at Grand Hyatt Hotel (Julliard Room) 

Guest Speaker: William Hyland 
Editor, FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

Monday. June 20. 1988 

7:30 a.m. Breakf a.sr (S~hubert Room) 

8:30 a.m. Third Session (Majestic Room) 
'1'he American Foreign Policy Agenda" 

Co-Chairmen: Walther Leister Kiep 

Lc:o Nc:vas. Chairman 
*'1'\" Boan.I of Governors, The: American Jewish Committee 



Presenter: 

·3· 

Ambassador Richard Schifter 
Assistant Secretary of State for Human 
Rights and Humanitarian Affairs 

"The German Foreign Policy Agenda" 

Presenter: Volker Ruche, MdB 
Deputy Chairman of the CDU/CSU 
Parliamentacy group in the Deucscher Budestag; Bonn 

Respondent: Dr. Gebhard Schweigler 
Senior Research Associate, Stiftung 
Wissenschaft and Politik, Ebenhausen 

12:30 Working Luncheon (Schubert Room) 
Fourth Session 

3:00 

General Conclusions 

Co-Chairmen: Theodore Ellenoff 
Walther Leisler IGep 

Press Conrerence (Broadhurst Belasco) 

End or Conrerence 

Conference WT6 (EXECVP)/LS 
6/15/88 #4 



THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMKITTBB 

ED/br 

DATE: August 23, 1988 

FROM: Eugene DuBow 

SOBJBCT: EAST GERMANY 

Attached you will find a letter from me to Rabbi Joseph 
Asher with whom I have had some previous correspondence 
about the DDR. 

My letter spells out what has happened vis a vis the 
Jewish community there a.nd the taking over of our 
former project by the World Jewish Congress. 

I am taking the liberty of sending cc's of this to Ted 
Ellenoff and Bert Gold, both of whom have had interest 
in this matter. 

cc: Ted Ellenoff 
Bert Gold 



:• 

Theodore Ellenott 

Leo N evas 
C_hair, 8oe11c1 o: Governors 
Robert S . Jacobs 
Critlir. Nattonal lJtecu1ive Council 
Edw ard E. Elson 
C11ei11, Boord or Titustees 

Sholom D . Comay 
lrt~S1.Ht:: 

Robert S. Ritk ind 
SC!:ll!ldl\' 

David F. Squire 
A~soc101C l r ~a~urer 

M im i Alperin 
Ch.iJ•t. !':,,cculiv1: (omn1111ce 

Ira Silver man 

Bernard Al!r ams 
0 1iiBYt! Coun[y. c~ 

Meta S. Ber ger 
Crlitu•;o 
Herbert Cohen 

Arnold B. C:iardner 
EuH~lo 

Jerome R. Goldstein 

Rita E. Hause r 

David Hirschhorn 

Alfred H. Moses 
\'\'i>Sltlfl~Wt:. 0.C 
M ary Shapero 

Jerome J. S1hest ack 

Gordon Zacl<s 

M orris B. Abram 
Howud I. Fr iedman 
Arthur J . Go ldberg 
Philip E. Hoffman 
Richard Maass 
Elmer l. Winter 
Maynard I. Wishn er 

Nathan Applem an 
David B. Fleem an 
M artin Gang 
Ruth R. Goddard 
Andrew Goodman 
Raymon d F. Kravis 
William Ros.enwald 
Shirley M . Szab ad 
Elise D. Waterman 

Max M . Fisher 
Hoootdf"V Chair. 
N•11ona1 E•ecu1ive Council 

E1ecui ive Vice· Pres~dents Ementi 

Bertram H. Gold 
John Slaws·on 

.. The American Jewish ~Committee · 

Institu te of Human Relations 
165 East 56 Street 
New York, New York 10022-2746 
212 751-4000/ F:Ax: 212 319-0975 

Pabbi Joseph Asher 
'1he Cargregation Dnanu-El 
Arguello Blvd. & lake street 
San Francisco, ~ 94118 

Dear Rabbi Asher: 

I have YQl letter of August 10. 

August 2J, · 1988 

'lhe st. Ia1is perscll ycu heard frm. was saw. Miraritz who has been 
the finaD=ial ~ for m;>st of air East Geman work arxl is vexy 
cx:emni.tted to helpin;J the smai1 Jewish <XID!D!mity in the am. 

'Ihe question of ~ AJC should or shculdn't be of further help 
is, as of yesterday, moot. Irene Rllrl;Je, one of the <X>-'Vice 
presidents of the Judiscbe Gemeime Berlin was in New York ai 
vacation. She infonned me that the Gemeinde, ·with the help of the 
World Jewish Ollqzess has arran;ied for Rabbi Oic.ker, fomerly the 
librarian at the Jewish 'Dleological Seminary I to oanduct High lfoly 
Day sexvices in Berlin this fall. '1be ~ld Jewish ,.CDqzess will 
pay all the e>cpenSeS. I imagine that they will also help in the 
search for a new resident rali>i and will hamle all the finarciJg 
of t.hat, . as well, \itlen they firx:l snne;aie. In essepce, the 
American Jewish mue::ticm . to the CIR has IDi iOOved into the harDs 
of the World Jewish CX>ngi:ess. 

Incidentally, ~ I was :in Berlin in July,. I ~ quite a leln1 
talk with Rabbi stein. I :wwld not want to .. speak· far him but, I 
woW.d characteriz.e his pcsiticn as one tllat is very· cautious about 
dealirg With the a:.R but, nonetheless, in favor (vei:y J!llJdl sc>"i it 
seared to me) of the East .~ JeWish cxmmmity havinq their own 
resident rabbi. It se 1eii to me that he -&gleed that no Jewish 
CXJ1l!llmity can maintain itself for :1arg wi.~ a J;eligicus leader 
am when a group of Jews. asks for help it ·:is incumbent an. other 
JB11S, in better cinimst.ar.::es, to. answer the .. call. 

I woold lileloc:me the ~ty to sit with ycu one of tliese ~ 
and e>a::hanJe views. · ·: · · · · 

,Olrdially, 

ID/br 

! 
I 
I 

• 



rHE AME·RICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date September 15, l 98A 

to l!:P'Silverman, Bill Trosten, 
.-Marc Tanenbaum 

from Eugene DuBow 

subfect East Berlin - World Jewish Congress 

FOR YOUR INFOR~ATION. 

ED/rt 

cc: Ted Ellenoff 
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d a setback last week 
·rt in Boston ruled that 
hesrra did not violate 
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)d probably the final 
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last week said that the 
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mber panel of the same 
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~5 million in damages, 

ch of contract case and 
:dom of speech and the 
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it received letters and 
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!zra ve, because of her 
I and her embrace of 

rst rou nd of her legal 
ruled in November 1984 
ned the contract and 
mpensation and $27,SOO 

S. Disuict Court Judge 
he $ J 00,000 a ward and 

AMERICAN RABBI TO OFFICIATE 
AT EAST BERLIN HOLIDAY SERVICES 

NEW YORK, Sept. S (JT A) ·- An American 
rabbi who served with U .S. forces lhat liberated 
concentration camps will be conducting High 
Holiday services for the small Jewish community 
of East Berlin, according to the World Jewish 
Congress. 

Rabbi Herman Dicker of New York will 
officiate at services for the 600-member com· 
munity, according to an agreement worked out 
between the WJC and the Eas& German govern· 
ment. 

Dicker, a reseuch librarian at the Jewish 
Theological Seminary in New York, w:is born in 
Hungary but educated in Berlin. He fled the Nazis 
in 1936, coming to New York. There he soon be
came a chaplain in Gen. George Patton's army. 

Dicker was with U.S. troops who liberated 
several concentration camps, including Maul· 
hausen. Following the war, Dicker remained in 
southern Germany, where he helped in the reset· 
clement of concentration camp survivors. He is 
the author of several books on Jewish history. 

The East German Jewish community, a mem
ber of the WJC, turned to the organization for 
help after another American rabbi, Isaac Neumann, 
left his position after serving less than eight 
months of a one·year assignment. 

Neumann's departure was surrounded by 
controversy. The rabbi from Champagne, Ill., who 
was assigned by the American Jewish Committee, 
charged the East German press was anti-Semitic. 

The Jewish community, for its part, Cl· 

pressed dissatisfaction with Neumann's perform· 
ance and remarks he made about the country. 

Dicker will not replace Neumann but will 
serve only for the High Holidays. However, rhc 
WJC is engaged with the East Berlin Je,;ish 
community in a screening process to fill the year· 
round spot. 

East Germany has an estimated total Jewish 
population of 1.000, the bulk of them residing in 
East Berlin. 
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INVOCATION BY RABBI MARC· H. TANENBAUM, AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE, AT DINNER 
HONORING PRESIDENT VON WEISZACKER, UNIVERSI'IY CLUB~ JUNE 4, 1989, NEW YORK 

RIBON HAOL.AMIM, MASTER AND . CREA'IOR OF THE UNIVERSB1 

WE, YOUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS, MEMBERS. OF ONE HUMAN FAMBt, STAND 'IUGEllllER ACKNOJlLEDGING 

THE DIGNITY OF EVERY HUMAN Lm CREATED m YOUR SACRED: IMAGE. 

JEWS AND CHRISTIANS·, GERMANS AND JEWS~ WE ARE mEXTRICABLY LINKED BY 'll:IE TERRORS OF THE 

PAST AN.D BOUND 'IDGETHER BY THE PROMISE AND HOPE OF A HUMANE FUTURE WHERE THE SANCTITY 

OF LIFE, OF ALL LIFE, wmt BE INVIOLATE~ REVERENCED. 

MAY THIS HIS'IDRIC EVENING m WHICH WE HONOR THE EMINENT PRESIDmT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC . 

01· GERMANY, A. ~ OF GREAT MORE. OOURAGE., WHOSE POl:JER OF SPEEXIB IS THE OUTWARD IMAGE 
' 

OF HIS mNER mTIDRITY. BE A TIME. FOR ALL OF us TO REACH OUT ro ONE ANOTHER. m RENEWED 

FAI'IH AND 1RUST FOR 'IHE SHAPING OF A K>RE HUMANE AND JUST WJRLD. · 

IN THE \.l>RDS OF RABBI .NAHMAN OF BRAZLAV, 18th CJ!NTURY HASIDIC MASTER AND GRANDOON OF THE 

BAAL SHEM rov, WE' PRAY THESE HOLY WfU)S1 

"MAY THE W!IDL COME FROM nms· ro ANNUL WARS AND THE SHEDOmG .. OF BLOOD FROM THE UNIVERSE, 

AND TO EXTEND A PEACE, GREAT . AND · WONDROUS IN THE UNIVERSE. LET ALL REiIDENTS OF THE EAR'IH 

RECOGNIZE AND KNOW THE INNERMOsr TRU'.T.H J THAT WE ARE NOT COME IN'ID THIS l«)RLD FOR QMARREL 

AND DIVISION, NOR FQR HATE, GREED, AND JEALOUSgt, CONTRARINESS AND BLOODSHED, BUT WE ARE COM 

INTO THIS WORLD ro LIVE TOGETEER IN PF.ACE AND FREEDOM WITH ONE ANOTHER AS GOOD NEIGHBORS 

II 
m ·MUro»K RESPECT UNDER THY GUIDING .PROVIDPNOE. 

ON THE EVE OF SHAVUOT, nIE JEWISH FESTIVAL COMM.El10RATING THE GIVING OF THE T!N COMMANDEMENTS 

TO ISRAEL AT MOUNT SIN.AI1 WHICH WE OBSERVE Bl!X.l!NNING THIS THURSDAY EVENING, WE FREELY 

ACKNOWLEDGE THAT RESPECT FOR MORAL LAW IS THE FOUNDATION. OF ALL JUST AND CIVILIZED .SOCIETIES. 

IN THIS SPIRIT, WE PRAY THAT THE POWER MIGHTIER THAN OURSELVES WILL CONTINUE TO INSPIRE 

OUR HONORED GUEST. WITH SUCH M:)RAL VISION AND S'l'ilENGTH, AND GIVE FULFILMENT 'ID AU. :ENGAGED 

IN THIS PILGRIMAGE OF REOONCILIATIDN. 

ADONA! OZ L' AMOK YITEN, ADON AI YEVORAH E..T AMO BAHLOM, BLESS THE WORK OF THEIR RANDS ~ 

AND GIVE STRENGTH TO YOUR PIDPLE, ADON.AI, BLESS YOUR .PF.QPLE WITH SHALOM. ' -

HAMOTZI 



THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

DINNER IN HONOR OF 

PRESIDENT RICHARD VON WEIZSAECKER 

UNIVERITY CLUB 
JUNE 4, 1989 
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Alschuler, William 
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Brautigam, Dr . Hans- Otto 3 
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.. Fischer- Dieskau, Consul 
General Dr . Thomas 

Fischer-Dieskau , 
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I was delighted to accept your invitation to address you today and am most 

grateful for your cordial hospitality. 

First of all, allow me to convey my thanks and deep respect to the American 

Jewish Committee for their truly far-sigthed and effective work. 

Sooner than others you courageously sought an honest though not easy 

dialogue between Jewish Americans and us Germans. 

Y9W 8QITI$ tenordil u o ond in .>o dvi11~ ..,10,ctJ o 111oju1 

develop a new, democratic self-assurance and assume a 

the Western world. 

tJSI l ill lu!!llJlllY u' 
responsible role in 

. - · 
-· 

wish to address· a very personal word of than ks to you, President Ellenoff. 

For many years you have been an honest interlocutor and counsellor. 

Your mar11H!I 11111.J yuu1 t!11ueavuun. leslify lu yuur rattonal humanity. 

To you, Mr Trosten, 

commitment. 

am no less grateful for your great personal 

You have been largely involved in the task of build ing new, solid bridges 

between American Jews a~~- Germans. 

These bridges have to be handled with care and with 
~ 

a sense of 

- roc:p','nc:i~ijj~y, 
You have set a fine example and for this we remain most grateful to both of 

you. 

After all that had happened the new beginning was hard enough. - .,,.,.,....----- - ...... 
We had to face the unveiled truth of history together. --------·-.. . . -· 
It is crucial that we never forget the past, never put it out of our minds. 

{ This is painful but necess~~y and···lt-~~~ ·-h~ve a li~eratlng effect as we face 

t._ the tasks of the future. 
\ 

We must now pass on our experiences and perceptions to the next - -generations. 
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My deep respect for your past achievements is coupled in this respect with 

the t:,onfidence that ji"I the years ahead the quality and intensity of relations 

between the American Jewish Committee and us Germans will be maintain~d. 

II 

The development of the Federai Republic of Germany was from the very 
~ . f . d outset closely inked with the Unite States. -A devastating war had brought injustice, suffering and death upon Europe . 

Miliions of Jews had fallen victim to the murderous holocaust. 
~---~--p--

hen it was all over, haH of Europe had been destroyed at'ld all of its 

eoples were e><hausted - including the Germans. 

Heipiessneu and resignation prevailed. 

I Ii this situation the United States announced the Marshall Plan. 

the generosity and wisdom refiected in that plan made it an unprecedented 

&>rii=tmpiF> nf m::ion~r!im9\IG b~trnviour on the •. llffl Uf world pOW@r~ U1d victors . 

We shall always remember those distinguished Americans who were actively 

invoived: 

George MarshalL beari Acheson, William Clayton, George Kennan, Charles 

Bohlen and many more, and of course the great sense of\.:. responsibility 

shown by the Pr-esident of 'the United States and Congress. 

The Marshail Plan Was a uniquely successful way of helping others help 

themselves. 
~ 

--,.___.,..,...,,...., 

it reflected the enlightel)ed self-interest of a responsibl!._ administration. and 

it was intended for the whoie of Europe, including the Eastern part of the 
continent . . .· ::,~>', .. · 
It demonstrated America ' s innate strength and It lit up the path to a truly -
historic sol idarity between America and Europe which also embraced those 

. --- . .r- nations with whom; shortly before, America .had been at war. 
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Two centuries ago the ideas developed by European political philosophers had -- . strongly influehced the founding fathers of the United- ·states of America , in 

particular John Locke and Montesquieu , but~ the Ger-man scholar Samuel 
·-

~fendorf who, with his concept ~~ mt;?ral freedom as the f_oundat ion of human 

d ignity, contributed s ignificantly to political thinking in New England. - '--' 

After the Second World War a broad stream of American ideas and ideals , 

American experiences and perceptions, flowed back to us. 

(

The Germans thoroughly studied the political and legal system of the United 

States. 

While it is true that our constitution reflects German traditions and require

( 
ments , its underlying principles are consis~'2.!. with 

Constitution . 

those of the American 
·-

- ··· 

In this identity of our basic convictions with regard to human dignity, -Ii be rt~, ~ice and an open, democratic society, lie the roots and the -- - . 

strength of the close solidarity between our peoples. 

JV 

Permit · me at this juncture to briefly review the Federal Republic's h istory so 
\ . 

far . 

A few days ago we celebrated the 40th anniversary of .our con.stitutl.on . 

On therath· - ·~f- M~y 1945 the German R;lch i,~ ·d unconditionally surrendered. 
'~--- .:. ... . .. .. -- - ·- -· ·- - - . 

On the same day four years later the promulgation of the new constitution - ~ 
paved the way for a German State which believes in democracy , human -rights and peace and which today enjoys the respect of the family of ----... . nations . 

It is the answer to the totalitarian ~entralized system of the past and re-..... .... . .. 
stores the fink with the heritage of the Gerrnan nation, and especially with -------· ·-··-
lo~al government as the 5oun;e of freedom and democracy in Germany. .... . .. . -
There emerged a Western - style parliamentary democracy which established -----Inviolable basic rights that can be claimed in court, as well as a powerful 

_....-...- ~ ._ .. -- -.. 

executive. 

' I 
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That democracy is based on parties which since 1945 have been the source of 

new political life. 

Our constitution, created by politicians, places greater trust in law than in · 

government . ....__ 
Th us, ail State authority was placed within clearly defined constitutiohal 

iimits. 
All political power was subjected to control by our democratic Institutions, 

first and foremost the newly created Federal Constitutional Court. 

This made possible a fundamental change in the relationship between the. 

peopie and the State .. 

For riea.rly a century the gover·nment had used the energy ·of the people, 

and iii wars sacrificed their lives, so tha~ it could achieve. power and great

ness for itself . 

Now It was no longer to be allowed to dispose of the people but was obl iged 

to protect their rights. 

Tne democratic State became a comrnunity of law, an institution of the people 

for the people . 

The road was certainly not ea~y, but everywhere people were 'will.ing to join 

In the task of rebuiiding the country, of making it a political su~~ess. 

They had leai·nt from the disastrous flaws of the first German Republic ; they 

acted in aeep awai"ene$s of the need to turn back . after the untold s~ffering 

and inju stice of the past. ---- . 
We had to cope with .tHe devastations of war, the consequences of flight and 

expulsion which liad rando~iy thrown together ,people from different regions 

and with different culturai ar;,~ .. religious backgrounds. 

Nearly all of .them had to start :. ~fresh and at the bottom . 

The concept of the socially responsible State became the legaUy binding 

objective. 

The aim was to remove the old social distinctions; no class of society, no 

.- 9roup or minority was to be excluded. 

The democratic goal of greater equality of opportunity was closer than it had 

been in the past . 

r 
!: 

I 
i 
j 
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- Extremist groups had little chance of gaining a foothold in the parties, in 

society, in government. 

-
The country sought consensus and developed the strength to find compro

mise solutions. 

The people had a 

approach. 

sense of moderation; - they wanted middle-of-the- road 

There was a growing feeling of solidarity and of social partnership between 

labour and management, and there was an increasing ecumenical trend in the ......___ -
parishes . 

All of this made it possible to absorb twelve million refugees and others who 

had been expelled from their homelands. 

That was a tremendous task considering the size of our populat ion. 

The equalization of burdens between those who had not lost their homes and 

those who had was a success. 

That was perhaps the most difficult piece of postwar legislation. 

Together the country restructur·ed the pension system to make it a contract 

- between one generation and the next. 

The economy flourished and our scientific community gradually reestablished 

its reputation. 

Our system of vocational training soon acquired a high international 

standard. 

_ Stability became the political and social ch_aracteristic of \he Federal Republic 

of Germany. 

It is not a feeling of self-satisfaction that prompts me to mention these 

developments. 

We are no angels. 

What we do is only human and that is always imperfect. 

But after the war we were given a fresh opportunity to build a thriving, -
democratic community, thanks not least to American aid, and we seized that 

opportunity. 

Our children are enjoying more freedom and prosperity than we ever had . 

We do not wish to boast about this but to constantly try and make young 

~ people realize that freedom is a precious asset and that its preservation 

requires some effort. 

Freedom gives the individual not only certain rights but also a responsibility 

- towards others and towards oneself . 
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I think the young generation in our country are aware of these facts . 

hey are not blind to the past. 

hey ask about our history. 

They want to know what happened . 

They cannot be made responsible for events that took place before they were 

born, but they do feel they have a responsibility for the consequences of 

those events and for the future. 

They also share the desif'es, the problems and the responsibilities of our 

time with young people in other Western democracies, above all in America. 

We live under the conditions of the same civilization. 

That civilization offers us common experiences and presents us with common 

challenges. 

Young people in our country are keenly aware of the distinction between 

freedom and the lack of it. 

In particular that inhumane wall in Berlin is an ever-present object lesson. 

But there are other developments which do not stop at frontiers, or walls, 

for that matter, and which the longer they exist the more they occupy our 

thoughts : 

~. 
the continuing growth of the earth's population, hunger and want in 

the Thi rd World, injustice and the debt problem; 

the increasing destruction of our natural environment, the growing 

concern about the greenhouse effect and the world's climate, the 

realiiation that envir-onmental protection is increasingly becoming a 

question of protecting posterity; 

the ever more difficult task of mastering the consequences of scientific 

and technological advancement; the impact of new findings in molecular 

biology and neurobiology on the genetic material of flora, fauna, and 

humans . 

These are some of the topics which compel us to seek transboundary , re

gional, and in some cases, global co-operation , 
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As a result, major alms of German foreign policy throughout the postwar 

period , that is to say, co-operation with our European and transatlantic 

partners, have acquired a new dimension . 

I would recall In this connection the words which that great European Jean 

Monnet addressed to Germany's former war enemies as early as 1943 . 

He said that they had won the First World War but lost peace and that they 

were about to win the Second World War but should take care not to lose 

peace a second time. 

Peace, unlike wars, can only be won through joint efforts . 

In Western Europe we have managed to do so through the European 

Community . 

We still have major obstacles to overcome in order to proceed beyond econom

ic and social integration to political union. 

But the European community has gone so 

turning back. 

far along the road there is no 

Peace among the member States has been sealed and their joint global influ

ence is growing. 

As far as relations between the United States and its European partners are 

concerned, the nascent union of Western Eu rope is basically good , but it is 

not without problems . 

. We are economic rivals . ~ 
On both sides of the Atlantic we have to combat the danger of protectionism. 

We must not become economic fortresses for one another. 

On the whole our far-sighted political leaders on both sides of the Atlantic 

have always recognized that, in the final analysis, partnership among the 

Western democracies will only be strengthened if the West Europeans pool 

their energy Instead of remaining a group of separate entities incapable of 

acting individually. 

Furthermore, we should not overlook the fact that, in spite of all the eco

nomic rivalry, trade and capital flows between your country and Western 

Europe have been increasing from year to year. 

But the most important aspect is that a Western Europe capable of joint 

action Is · and will remain a necessary pillar of stability in the Atlantic 

Alliance. 
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Right up to the present day every government of the Federal Republic of 

Germany has at all times considered our country to be firmly and irrevers

ibly embedded in the Western Affiance. 

We are aware of America's irreplaceable contribution to our security. 

Our own defence contributions reflect our share of responsibility: 

J 

~ Nine out of ten people in my country unreservedly support our mem

-
ber-ship of the Atlantic Alliance. 

My country hosts a million servicemen in a territory the size of Wyo

ming with a population of not 380,000 but 60 million, and no broader 
\,,, .......:> 

than the length of Long Island . 

We have the largest concentration of troops and military installations in ----the world. 

The idea of fa~aring in the Alliance receives particular 

attention in my country since it has general conscription, it has troops 

from slx~ries ~ foreign command, it provides them with 

accommodation and installations, it endures their land and air exercises 

• including low-level flying - and it has more than 4 ,000 nuclear 

- weapons stockpiled in a densely populated area. 
'---

In a democratic, pluralistic society, this is not always easy. 

But we do it out of conviction because we cannot expect our allies to help 

maintain our security if we are not prepared to do what ~e can ourselves. 

VI 

Ever since its inception the Alliance has been living with what it has seen as 

a real threat from the East. 

It met that threat with a doctrine characteristic of our system of values. 

In the Harmel Report of 1967 it enunciated the two objectives of defence and 

detente as inseparable elements of NATO policy. 

As that report says, "military security and a policy of detente are not 

contradictory but complementary". 

The purpose was to ensure that the Cold War would never develop into 

military confrontation. 

This doctrine also snows that in the nuclear age it is in one's own security 

interest to seek arms control and disarmament with the other side. 
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In the past we have had little reason to hope that the Cold War would come 

to an end. 

Today, East-West relations are moving into a new phase. 

Reforms are underway in the Soviet Union and allied countries which we 

must all take seriously. 

Clearly, they are not taking place because Mr Gorbachov wants to do us a 

favour. 

In fact the Soviet leadership has come to realize that world-power status can 

on1y be maintained if, instead of relying exclusively on military strength as 

in the past, the Soviet Union, in this age of growing global interdependence 

and co-operation, can become competitive in fields where it has so far lagged 

well behind, by which I mean science, technology and industry. 

No one knows whether the process of reform in the Soviet Union will prove 

successful. 

Obviously, we shall have to be prepared for its possible failure as well. 

But we woutd be disfoyal to our own values and aims if we hoped it would 

fail . 

Why do I say this? 

If with the aid of their reform process the Soviet leadership aims to 

strengthen its position, also in relation to ourselves, it must move along a 

path that corresponds to our wishes and aims with regard t~ the hitherto 

unfree people in the Soviet Union's sphere of influence . 

After all, the Soviet leadership cannot simply command such changes . 

tt has to use means that are consistent with our experience and convictions: 

it will have to allow the people more individual responsibility and reward 

Initiative and achievement; it will have to protect the people's civil rights 

and allow greater scope for public discussion in the media, in literature and 

art; it will have to substitute the truth for propaganda in presenting ac

counts of past events; it will have to f'ecognize that the future course of 

history is not predetermined; and it will have to gradually loosen up the 

dictatorship of the functionaries, introduce democratic procedures, and allow 

the people a bigger say. 

I wish to .repeat that none of us can pf'edict the course of events and that 

we shall have to stay on the alert. 
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But if we take our own freedom seriously we must see it as an obligation to 

give those who have so far been denied that freedom the legitimate hope of 

more self-determination and human rights . 

Anyone who today travels to Hungary or Poland is overwhelmed by peo~le' s 

expectations . 

They do not merely want Western assistance but gradually to be allowed to 

participate in the institutions which the West has created as a framework for 

peaceful co-operation . 

I would mention the Council of Europe, the International Monetary Fund and 

GATT, for instance. 

There are opportunities for transborder co-operation which wil I help open up 

the system in Eastern Europe, opportunities which may be conducive to 

reform and give the peoples of Eastern Eu rope more freedom. 

Does the free world want to accept responsibility for not even having tested 

those opportunities? 

It is sometimes argued that we in the Federal Republic, in our desire to 

promote this cohesion, take an overoptimistic view of developments in the 

Soviet Union and are suffering from Gorbymania. 

Nor is there any shortage of those who express doubts about the Germans . 

They say the Germans have two options: 

either to remain loyal to the Western camp or to try and go their separate 

way in the hope that the Soviet Union will make the neceslary promises for 

the reunification of the two German States. 

As you have kindly invited me to talk to you about my country , I wish to 

take the opportunity to state emphatically and with a good conscience that 

such suspicion and mistrust are unfounded. 

It is not always easy to understand the other side 's situation . 

People in Oregon and West Berlin ean believe in the same values of freedom 

and democracy and yet be affected by different circumstances . 

That is normal. 

I have often heard American friends in Bonn first ask critical questions and 

then observed how they learned to judge our situation properly . 

We h.ave not the slightest intention of jeopardizing the freedom we have 

gained and which we .are determined to defend . 
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Precisely for this reason our integration in the European Community and in 

the Atlantic Alliance is irreversible. 

But thus~ whu live in the free part of Berlin cannot discontinue their efforts 

to sustain the hope of their fellow countrymen in the other part of the city 

that developments will eventually lead to freedom for them, too . 

H there emerge opportunities for East-West co-operation which strengthen 

that hope then they will take those opportunities. 

They will not try to follow a separate German course. That would be lunacy. 

What matters Is a common Western policy towards the East . 

With the Cold War losing its sharp contours it becomes more difficult but all 

the more necessary, and in the final analysis all the more worthwhile, for 

the West to try to find this common approach. 

That is what we Germans aim for. 

No,· we are not indul9in9 in illusions. 

We remain sober and alert. 

We know there a re risks. 

But in a period of transition growing world problerns and interdependencies 

also bring forth new opportunities for far-reaching change. 

Together we must identify and seize those opportunities. 

This calls for vision, courage and leadership. 

VII 

Permit me to say a few words about relations between the Federal Republic 

and ls,.ael. 

Konrad Adenauer, our first Chancellor, wrote after his visit to Israel in 

1966: 

(

"My visit has shown me what a nation's hope and faith can achieve. 

Israel sets an excellent example. " 

Adenauer, having ventured the new beginning with Nahum Goldman in 1951 

through the negotiations on restitution, knew better than most of the diffi--culty and necessity of that new beginning as a means, as he put it, of 

"easing the task of spiritually redressing endless suffering". 

l
German-lsraeli relations have meanwhile developed into a close-knit political, 

economic, cultural and intellectual fa bric. 
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No countr-y, apart from the United States, maintains such close, intensive 

-- and varied relations with Israel as the Federal Republic of Germany. 

There is a continuous dialogue at gover-nment level and in the parliamentary 

ry sphere. 

I was deeply impressed by the sincerity and warmth of the reception I was 

given during my State visit to Israel in 1985. 

President Herzog 's visit to the Federal Republic in 1987 added a new dimen

sion to our relations. 

It was a very emotional occasion for both sides and I am conscious of the 

inspiration that flows from it. 

I wish in conclusion to thank the American Jewish Committee once again for 

its efforts to intensify relations with the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Its work is truly humane and it promotes peace . 
.._ '---

It can but deepen the commitment l feel as representative of my country . 

It Is a moral commitment that is fully consistent with our convictions and 

interests. 

Over the past 40 years the Federal Republic of Germany has developed into 

a stable, democr-atic country and into a reliable and predictable partner. 

We are con~ ttte--1fi5l:orical value of the partne~ and alliance we 

have been able to find. 

Friends and free nations will always have their different experiences, and 
\ 

there will be conflicts of interest, too. 

On neither scde is it possible to rule out turbulence and errors. 

The foundation on which we stand is and will remain firm. 

You have done a great deal to strengthen that foundation and for that I 

wish to express my heartfelt thanks. 
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In conclusion, President von Weizsaecker praised the AJC for its ongoing work 

in promoting an "honest though not easy dialogue between Jewish Americans and Germans. 

You came towards us and in doing so played a major part in helping us develop a new, 

democratic self-assurance and assume a responsible role in the Western world .• •• Your 

work is truly humane and it promotes peace . " 

Theodore Ellenoff, former national AJC president, presented the AJC award to 

President von Weizsaecker, which read: "President Richard von Weizsaecker, Statesman 

and Social Idealist •• • For exceptional advancement of the principles of human liberty." 

AJC's American Liberties Medallion is given in recognition of a life-time of 

service in the cause of human freedom and human rights. Former recipients include 

Ambassador Sol Linowitz, George Shultz, Henry Kissinger, Teddy Kollek. Elie Wiesel 

and Helen Suzman. 

The American Jewish Committee protects the rights and freedoms of Jews the world 

over; combats bigotry and anti- Seinitism and promotes human rights for all; works for 

the security of Israel and deepened understanding between Americans and Israelis; 

d~fends democratic values and seeks their realization in American public policy; and 

enhance~ the creative vitality of the Jewish people. Founded in 1906, it is the pioneer 

human-relations agency in the U. S. 

89-960-119 
AJM,Ern.rn.n,ro1 
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PRESIDENT VON WEIZACKER AFFIRMS GERMANY'S ·DEMOCRACY 

Commentary by Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum 

It was not as publicly dramatic as the turbulent revolutions 
for democracy in China, th~ Soviet Union, and Poland. But it was 
a revolut~on for liberty nonetheless. 

Last week, Presi.dent Richard von Weizacker of the Federal 
Republi~ of Germany met in New York with several Jewish and 
Christian g·roups. He declared the commitment of his government 
and its political and other leaders to a . total rejection of Nazi 
ideology and their firm adherence to constitutional democracy . 

That was not, I believe, just another public relations speech 
made for export to America. 

President von Weiz~cker has become something of a legend in 
West Germany, especially to German youth. He has made one power
ful speech after another insisting that Germans must face the 
horrors of Nazi hatred and brutality in order to learn the les
sons for building a democratic future. 

During his American Jewish Committee address, he also · spoke 
movingly of the special relationship that West · Germany has estab
lished with Israel since the early 1950s. The Federal Republic is 
second only to the U11i ted States in. commercial and trade rela
tions with Israel. .Dating back to 1952, that significant rela
tionship was established by the anti-Nazi Chancellor, Konrad 
Adenauer, with Israel's Prime Minister, David ben Gurion. 

The Federal Republic of Germany today is economically and 
politically the most powerful nation in Europe. 

i 

While keeping before us t ·he massive moral anguish of the 
recent past, all of us - Jews and Christians alike - I believe, 
have a profound stake in encouraging the new German democracy 
and its comm~tment to law ~nd human liberties. 

Rabbi Tanenbaum, inte·r~at ional relations consultant for the 
American Jewish Commi tte~· , :··· -·t· h. ·· · --f-o·r-m. -er c-h· ·8·-1 .. rman of ·the.Iriterna-

··- - --·- - ----- · - · - 1S e • 
tional Jewish Comnii ttee for Interreligious Consul tati.ons ( IJCIC) • 

. .... 



Botschaft 
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 

Embassy 
of the Federal Republic of Germany 

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum 
International Consultant 
American Jewish Committee 
45 East 89t.h Street 
New York, N. Y. ·10128 

Dear Marc: 

Washington, den June 15,89 
4645 Reservoir Road, N.W. 

Washington, D. C. 20007 - 1998 

USA 
Tel.: (202) 298- 4000 

Az..: 
(Bel Antwort bill~ MJl.eben) 

Thank you so much for faxing me your script about President von 
Weizsacker's visit to New York. Let me also thank you for the 
contents of the script espe9ially i .n view of your remarks abou·t 
what President von Weizsacker said about the relationship between 
the Federal Republic of Germany and Israel. 

, I 

With warm 

\ 
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~..-. • ..,\ THE CONSUL GENERAL 2100 EDI SON PLAZA 

DETROIT, Ml 48226-1849 

TEL.: (313) 982, 8528 

/ 

OF THE FEDERAL. REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Or. Michael Schwartz 
President of 
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Kent, OH 44242 

Dear Mr. President, 

July ·3rd, 1989 
Schr/spi 

Prot 705.20 

I would like to thank you very much for the support and the hospital it! 
you. extended to the "Teaching of the Holoca1.Jst'~ Seminar organised 
by Prof. Herbert Hochhauser. 

I was privileged to attend the meeting on June 30 together with 
- . 

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum and Mr. Troosten from the . American Jewish 
Committee in New York. We tried to convey to the participa~ts of 
the seminar, teachers from all over Ohio~ realistic picture of 
postwar Germany,about Je.wish-German relations _and the relations 
between Germany and Israel. All of us were deeply impressed by the 
deep interest these teach~r~ showed in the t6pic. At the sa~e time 
we became aware how much has to be done in this field and in order 
t c s· at i s f y th e g r o 1·: ~ n g de ma n d f o r mo re · i n s i g ht a n q mo re know 1 edge 
about Germahy and Europe in view of the in~reased political, economic 
and strategic importance of Germany and in view of the impact of the 
upcoming European single market (Europe 1992). 

•• • 
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I would like to thank you once again for giving us this opportunity 
and I do hope to be able to .call on you next time when 1 will be 
i n C le v.e 1 and. 

I would also like to expr~ss my admiration for Professor Hochhauser · 
.~ihose · untiri·ng eff.orts made' .this sem~nar po!:isi.tile now fo.r ·the third 
time. 

As a token of my gratitude please accept the anne~ed book about 
Germany. 

Sincerely yours, 

gez. 

Dr • 
. ~onsul General 

I 
I 
I 
I 

2. CC:-Prof. Herbert Hochhaus~r 
i 

· - fi.iiQ.b• i M a r C-La.ll.IJ eAb-a.u.m. . 

. 1 

· 1 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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ON RA!.;BI ISAAC NEUMA~nl' S DEPA...ltT~JRE ?~':)~~ EA3T GE!tMANY 

The American Jtf\/iah Cer::::aittee regrets the cenfusi•n vhich bas arisen in 

connection with the much-,ublicize:i r esignati•n •f !!a ~ii Isaec Ne~':lan fr&ml bis 

,esit i on as s~iritual leader ef the Eas t Berlin Jai.tiab congregatien. Cur ~oJicies 

en AJC•s rel~tiens vith East Geroany and ~articu1arly ~itb the Fejerel. Repu~lic 

•! Germany are clear and l•ng-atanding and tbis unfertunata episede mu~t be 

underst••d in tbat context. 

Soth as Americans and os Jei,is, the A":lericen J~wish Cffll!li ttee has seen aera!:jitte~ 

t9 the improvement gf relationships between •ur ceuntry an:l the J;wisb oee~le ~nd 

Tarieus gevern:nents and sGc!eties in maey parts ef the werld. T• thet ~n:i, ve are 

engaged in a num'ber •f exchange prQgFams, e i uca tio"'lel, and cult.ural aotisities i11th 

gevernrnentn and velunaery greu~s in 'llest~rn Euro,?a, Latin ~rica, I s ra·e1, and !1'8rts 

-
of Asia and Africa. 

After the end tlf Wa?"ld war II, the .AJC, · 1n clese o•llaooration vi.th the 

A..'llaricen Je\.lish Jv int Distribution Cor.tr.:11 ttee, carried 9ut an extend ve ceromut)ity 

service pregra~ te hel? rebuild devaatot~d . Jewish C87J:iunities in Eilrepe. 'lbat pregra~ 

ineludsd eel -ping previde rabbis, teach~r.s, e:iucatio!lal, cultural and r ell.t;iGus 

mateeials. 

'lbis recruitment ef R8'Gbi NsU!llan t• serve as a SU)&~ly r ablJ1 te the small 

Je\lisb ce::munity of EaJt Ehrlin Bn1 East G::H1n'lny was d9viaed \>y one of eur deoartmsnts 

in an ef.fert te be helpful te East G~men Je..,..Ty, and beµefully, : n tioe , t• try te 

impreve however ~Gdestly r~latins "oet~een Weg~x East Genr.J&ny en1 the United States 

. which is increasingly i nvelved in East Enn0~san a:fairs. ~egrettably, that li8rthy 

inteDtiQD has n•t been realizee aa a result or what vere apparently irreconoila.ole . 

personality confiicts between R:!l:>bi Neu.."lan. and the este'blishoo J ·wish lea·lersh1~ 

• f Ee st Ger:na ny. 

We h··:ve ceme t• the conclusien that it w uld \>e the ~tter part of "Wisdom 
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fer the American Jewish Cemmittee to remeve itself frem this activity, and 

enceursge the East German Je>lish comrouni ty ~G seek a r eplacement ~r its ra@ai 

by .centactin~ either the Jevisb leadership in the Feaer~l !epublic ef Germsny, 

er t• deal directly with the maj~r ~obinic Seminaries in Western Eur6pe, the 

United States, and Israel. They have the reli~ieus compe~ence and standing te 
autberitative 

·make sucb/recelll!IlendatiQns, as vell as te neegtiate whatever proglems that 

may emerge. 

This positi•n sheuld in ne vay be interpreted as any diminution of eur 

intereet and cemmit~ant to eur leng-standing ~·licy end ~regram as a human 

releti•ns agency te ceotinue to seek through eur various ~reg~ams the imprevement 

•f relationships betwi..ien nations end ~e•ples vitQ whom ve share a. cemmon ~lanet. 




